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This technical investigation is based upon, and is an extension of
a previous NASA investigation into the retrieval of an incapacitated extra-
vehicular astronaut by controlled tethering conducted by The Marquardt Corpora-
tion. The present investigation examines the dynamics of the tethering/retrieval
process and develops mathematical expressions and design criteria required for
further development of this technology.
This study contract was performed within the Advanced Products
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This report summarizes the work performed under Task I of NASA
Contract NAS 1-3912 dated 6 May 1964. This study was sponsored and funded by
the Langley Research Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The purpose of the study was to provide the necessary analyses and preliminary
designs, as well as development program plans_ for controlled tethering retrieval
operations. The results of this study may be applied to further development and
flight testing of a controlled tethering system. The Task I investigations re-
ported in this document include:
i. Development of the equations of motion of connected bodies
in orbit
2. Development of various operational philosophies for
tethered retrieval
3. Investigation of tether line dynamics during retrieval
4. Analysis of gravity gradient effects
5. Development of a digital computer program for rapid
investigation of overall orbiting system
. Development of preliminary design concepts for operational
hardware. ____
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I. SUMMARY
The study reported in this document had, as primary objective, the
extension of controlled tethering technology by analytical, computational, and
design procedures. The work performed in this study, NASA Contract NAS 1-3912,
was a follow-on to a previous study, NASA Contract NAS 1-2577. One of the
important results of this total effort was the development of a computational
technique to analyze the motion of multiple bodies in orbit while they are con-
nected by a flexible tether. This result provides a versatile aid for conducting
investigations into the nature of tethered body motions. Although developed
primarily to investigate the dynamics of tethered retrieval of extra-vehicular
astronauts, the technique can be used for a multiplicity of missions involving
the use of tethers, both controlled and uncontrolled, connecting bodies in space.
The investigations leading up to the development of a digital compu-
ter program to examine the retrieval dynamics of a tethered astronaut were of the
following nature. Analytical expressions were derived to represent, in mathema-
tical form, the physical nature of the problem. These expressions were examined
to ascertain the significance of particular system parameters and simplified to
the extent that hand computations could be made. These simplified results then
formed the basis for establishing the boundary conditions for more precise machine
computations. At the same time, design investigations established the practical
range of operations for the mechanical system, thus furnishing additional guide-
lines for the computations.
The major ground rules established at the beginning of the present
contract that affected the selection of the operational mode of retrieval were
as follows:
1. The tethered body was an incapacitated astronaut
, The operational envelope of the astronaut should extend to a
few thousand feet from his space vehicle at a velocity of a
few tens of feet per second.
Although operational models involving other retrieval techniques were considered,
these ground rules excluded them from the present study because they either
required astronaut inputs or exceeded physiological and/or mechanical system
limits. The two competitive techniques which did fit the ground rules were the
use of propulsion and angular moment_n redistribution. The decision was made to
pursue the retrieval technique which used angular momentum redistribution on the
basis of its flexibility within the astronaut extra-vehicular operational region.
Within the family of angular momentum redistribution techniques, the 3-body con-
cept was selected. Using this concept, as the astronaut is reeled in, a third
body is extended on a separate tether to absorb system momentum. It was selected
for its simpler control problems, its suitability to an inactive tethered body,
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and its lower design complexity. Further, the 3-body retrieval system is compe-
titive in overall system weight and developmental costs. Upon development, the
basic configuration can be used for other applications without major modification.
The significant conclusion drawn from this study was that during the
tethered retrieval of an incapacitated astronaut from an extra-vehicular assign-
ment angular momentum must, in most cases, be removed from the system. This is
best done by its redistribution to a third body, termed a momentum module or
"anchor mass". During the deployment of the anchor mass on the secondary tether,
and the simultaneous or subsequent retrieval of the astronaut, control must be
effected on both the reeling rates of the tethers and the tension in the primary
tether. A simpler control logic increases difficulty for the general case.
Results showed that control over these two basic parameters would be sufficient
to maintain a proper phase angle between the primary and secondary tether lines.
If the phase angle relationship between tethers is not controlled, undesirable
angular momentum transfer to the astronaut occurs during some portion of the
retrieval process. This is especially true when the primary tether is short and
the secondary tether is long.
Although additional analyses are indicated in order to permit detail-
ed design of some segments of the controlled tethering system for a general
application, the investigations reported here permit the initiation of the develop-
ment of hardware leading to an operational system. The development and the
simulation study plans developed as a part of this investigation, reported in
Reference 13 together with the results of this study, will permit the development
and qualification of man-rated controlled tethering equipment to proceed with
confidence.
II. INTRODUCT ION
With the advent of lengthier and more complex orbital operations by
manned vehicles, an increasing number of missions may be expected to involve some
extra-vehicular activity of man or machinery. Since many unusual and unexpected
situations may arise in the course of a complex maneuver, human intelligence and
dexterity may often be required to be applied at some location remote to the
central vehicle. Examples would include the servicing of distant equipment,
trouble shooting or even rescue operations. To prevent his drifting away and to
enable recovery in the event of an emergency, as well as to provide him with a
sense of well being, a physical connection or tether between the astronaut and the
vehicle will probably be required.
For most extra-vehicular operations it may be assumed that the
astronaut's departure from and return to the vehicle are accomplished by the same
mode of transportation, his personal propulsion unit. When all systems are operat-
ing, the return trip is expected to involve no greater difficulty than the depar-
ture. During the period in which the astronaut is separated from the vehicle,
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the total system angular momentum may undergo dramatic changes. It is not
unlikely that its peak value may be greater than its initial value by several
orders of magnitude. This change is not usually accompanied by large energy or
velocity changes in the system components and is therefore easily overlooked.
Upon successful completion of the maneuver, the system angular momentum is
returned to essentially its initial state through mass expulsion so that its
existence during the operation causes no real problem.
If, however, a failure occurs in some portion of the system when its
angular momentum is at a high level, the entire complexion of the operation is
changed. If the angular momentum is allowed to remain in the astronaut while
retrieval is effected, the retrieval state will differ appreciably from the
initial state in that a large increase in the astronaut angular velocity will be
experienced. If during retrieval angular momentum is transferred from the astro-
naut, his final angular velocity will be diminished proportionally.
The objectives of this study are the investigation of means by which
astronaut retrieval through controlled tethering may be affected and the selec-
tion and preliminary development of that method which provides the greatest
potential with regard to simplicity, reliability, weight, and cost. This work
is an extension of and an elaboration upon the results of a previous Marquardt
study on the retrieval of tethered astronauts, performed under NASA Contract
NAS i-2_77, Reference 2.
Following a preliminary selection of the retrieval method (with NASA'_
assistance), the scope of the work included the following:
i. Retrieval Philosophy
The three-body retrieval system was adopted. In this scheme,
a third body (anchor mass) in addition to the astronaut and
vehicle is employed to act as a sink for undesirable system
angular momentum during retrieval. After the initiation of
retrieval, this anchor mass is deployed on its own tether
from the astronaut location and always remains distant from
the system mass center. As the retrieval operation progress-
es, the proper relative position between the astronaut and
anchor mass is maintained to provide a net transfer of angular
momentum from the astronaut to the anchor mass. Upon com-
pletion of the retrieval, the bulk of the system angular
momentum has been transferred to the anchor, so that the
angular velocity of the astronaut remains within tolerable
limits.
2. Operational Limits
Although the results of the study are qualitatively applicable
to a wide range of environmental conditions, the analysis was
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performed under the assumption that the system was in a circular
earth orbit of no more than several hundred miles altitude.
Separation distances between the three bodies were taken as
several thousand feet and initial tangential velocity of the
astronaut was limited to a nominal value of 25 fps. No active
control was exercised on the tether at the astronaut location_
and retrieval times of more than fifteen minutes were not con-
sidered.
III. DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM
The method of retrieval under consideration is the three-body
momentum redistribution scheme. Using this method_ the astronaut is drawn in
toward the vehicle by his tether while a third body is extended outward from
him on its own tether. As this occurs_ the tendency of the astronaut to increase
his angular velocity is offset by the tendency of the third body (anchor mass) to
decrease its angular velocity as it moves outward from the system mass center.
Each of these bodies attempts to restrain the motion of the other through the
mechanism of tension in the cable connecting them. This tension and the relative
misalignment of the two tethers under consideration effects a net transfer of
system angular momentum to the anchor mass. Throughout a successful retrieval
operation, sufficient angular momentum is transferred from the astronaut to the
anchor mass so that radial accelerations and therefore line tensions are main-
tained within tolerable limits.
The retrieval philosophy has been simply stated_ but its analysis
offers considerable difficulties. Even when the rotational motions of the
astronaut andanchormass are ignored_ these bodies still possess six degrees of
freedom and one constraint between them. Since the vehicle may be expected to
possess relatively large polar moments of inertia_ it exhibits three rotational
as well as three translational degrees of freedom. Therefore_ as the dynamics
of the vehicle are introduced, six additional degrees of freedom and another
constraint are added to the problem. Moreover_ the internal angular momentum
transfer is not limited to the astronaut and anchor mass 81one; the vehicle
angular momentum may be expected to undergo continuous change also.
In general_ two approaches to the problem may be followed, analytical
and computational. The analytical approach, of necessity, requires that certain
simplifying assumptions be made which to some extent compromise the validity and
applicability of the results. However, the results appear in the form of equa-
tions whose properties may be extensively examined by a suitable variation of
their parameters. In contrast, the digital computation approach may be used to
solve particular cases and configurations of the entire complex of equations
simultaneously - the overall problem - but each solution stands alone and only
indirectly gives any measure of important system trends. For these reasons,
analytical and computational work has been done in a parallel effort to provide a
common solution.
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In the interest of accuracy and completeness, certain special consid-
erations were introduced into the problem during the analysis. Among these were
gravity gradient effects and both orbital and h_rdware characteristics. The
orbital effects were the apparent accelerations of Euler and Coriolis. Hardware
characteristics are concerned with the vehicle geometry_ with the mechanical pro-
perties of the tether such as elasticity and hysteresis, and with the flexible
nature of the tether which makes it incapable of sustaining a compressive load.
These considerations are not of primary importance insofar as order-of-magnitude
studies are concerned, but show significant contributions in more detailed work.
All the above mentioned effects are discussed in detail elsewhere.
Upon the establishment of suitable design criteria from the results
of the analysis_ it remains to incorporate the appropriate properties into the
design of actual hardware. Preliminary designs are advanced in the succeeding
discussion that indicate that the controlled tethering system analyses can be
implemented_
IV. ANALYS IS
A. Mathematical Model
The nature of the analysis depends heavily upon the mathematical
model describing the system under consideration. As was mentioned earlier, the
application of strictly analytic methods requires an overall simplification of
the problem statement to permit any solutions at all. This simplification is
that the mathematical model reduces to two point masses_ the astronaut and the
anchor_ moving about a stationary vehicle in a Newtonian reference frame. For
many applications it has been shown that this is a reasonable approximation of
the problem. A complete discussion of this approach appears in Appendix A.
For use in digital computer solutions the mathematical model of the
problem as derived in Appendix B is far more extensive. Again, the astronaut
and anchor are treated as point masses, and in addition the vehicle is represented
ss a freely moving rigid body having a finite mass and non-zero moments of inertia.
Also, in this model the astronaut is connected to the vehicle by an elastic tether
which in general attaches to the vehicle at some point other than the mass center.
Consequently, during a solution of the tethered maneuver, the tension in the pri-
mary tether exerts a torque about the vehicle mass center as well as transmitting
s linear force to both the bodies it connects. The mathematical model in use
here describes the dynamically coupled angular motion of the vehicle in terms
of its principal moments of inertia, its existing angular velocity components,
and the components of applied torque due to primary tether tension. As well as
describing the angular motion of the vehicle, the model also includes the linear
accelerations of all three bodies involved.
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Since the entire configuration is assumed to move in a circular earth
orbit, the equations of motion are established relative to an earth oriented coor-
dinate system and are not Newtonian. To render the classical equations of motion
applicable to this situation, the artificial accelerations of Coriolis and Euler
are introduced along with the real gravity gradient forces. These additional
terms are added as their first order terms in their' power series expansions since
the higher order terms converge very rapidly in the area of interest in this pro-
blem.
The tethers connecting the three masses are assumed to be massless
but are assigned the mechanical properties of elasticity, internal damping and
hysteresis. A separate analysis of a tether having a distributed mass and moving
in a rotating reference frame is presented in Appendix C. This consideration was
not involved in the analysis reported herein; however, the inclusion of this
effect is considered beneficial to overall system operation and would be an asset.
It has been shown in earlier studies (References _ 3, and 4) that all
environmental effects other than those already discussed may be dismissed as being
insignificant for times involved in manned tethering operations. These neglected
effects include aerodynamic drag, solar radiation pressure, magnetic effects, and
others.
B. Operational Envelopes
For those cases to which the analytic methods of Appendix A are
applied, it is assumed that all motion occurs in a single plane. Since preces-
sional forces and other out-of-plane effects are not considered_ this assumption
is merely a consequence of all initial motion being limited to the plane in
question.
It is further assumed that the retrieval operation is sufficiently
slow that no appreciable transients or oscillations occur. The transfer of
angular momentum is taken to occur slowly and smoothly so that both the astronaut
and anchor mass traverse the vehicle with equal angular rates at all points in
time during the retrieval.
The operational philosophies and envelopes in the case of the digital
computer analysis developed in Appendix B, however, are practically unlimited.
The retrieval may be effected at conditions which induce severe oscillations and
transients under any combination of retrieval conditions and an accurate time
history of actual behavior may be obtained. In addition to the equations of
motion in which gravity gradient effects and orbital characteristics are embodied
in the basic program structure, a variety of system characteristics is also avail-
able to the operator. Among these are the following:
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i. Selection of component masses.
2. Selection of vehicle moments of inertia.
3. Selection of tether attachment location on vehicle.
4. Direction of local vertical to vehicle surface at tether
attachment point.
Gain constants and deadband range of second order attitude
control system for vehicle to track astronaut during tethered
operations.
6. Linear thrust capabilities at both vehicle and astronaut
locations.
7. Selection of circular orbital altitude.
8. Tether elasticity.
9. Tether hysteresis.
A complete listing of the system inputs and an explanation of each appears in
Appendix D.
C. Utilization of Mathematical Models
The mathematical model developed for analysis is contained in Appen-
dix _. As previously discussed_ this model has incorporated a number of simplifi-
cations to make it amenable for hand computation. In no way do these simplifica-
tions affect the validity of the results when first order effects are sought.
This model then serves as a basis for rapid hand or analog computation to study
the system dynamics for qualitative review. A wide range of conditions can thus
be surveyed and boundaries established for more detailed_ exhaustive digital
computer studies.
In order to investigate the effects of more subtle ingredients of a
system of interconnected orbiting bodies_ mathematical expressions were derived
to study the overall system simultaneously. Such a mathematical model, described
in detail in Appendix B_ necessitated the aid of a digital computer facility. A
series of digital computer runs were made during the study. A portion of them are
plotted in Figures i through :]-3.
The astronaut's true velocity and the tension in the primary tether
are plotted as a function of time during the retrieval process in Figures i_ 2,
and 3. The initial conditions were held constant with the exception of the
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secondary tether length. It can be observed that a secondary tether length of
3,000 feet resulted in a better system behavior for the retrieval mode employed
which maintained a constant reel-in speed. It should be noted that a modification
of this constant reel-in mode will be required for the general case. This modifi-
cation will entail control of both primary tether tension and reel-in rate, par-
ticularly in the terminal phase. This terminal increase in tension is emphasized
in Figures 4, 5, and 6 where the same parameters are plotted as a function of
distance.
The digital computer solution also frees the restraint concerning the
angular relationship of the astronaut and the anchor mass during the retrieval
process. The angles _astronaut and _anchor mass, as shown in Figure 7, represent
the angular position of the tetherlines of the astronaut and anchor mass as pro-
jected onto the horizontal plane of the orbiting reference frame. The angles
@astronaut and @anchor mass are the elevation angles of the tetheriines to the
astronaut and anchor mass as measured from this horizontal plane. It can be seen
that the angles @ and _ are the Euler angles as discussed in Appendix D. The
phase angle relationship between the primary and the secondary tethers is such that
angular momentum is transferred from the astronaut to the anchor mass during the
majority of the operation. Angular momentum transfer in the proper sense takes
place only when the astronaut leads the anchor mass in angular position about the
vehicle. In this ease the line tension produces a torque on the anchor mass which
is of the same sense as its angular momentum vector and the system operation is as
desired. When the angular lead of the astronaut exceeds a straight angle, an ef-
fective lag angle results and angular momentum is transferred back to the astro-
naut. Near the termination of the retrieval process it is observed that control
over the system configuration is reduced to the extent that angular momentum may
be returned to the astronaut. This behavior further emphasizes the need for closer
operational control in the terminal phase.
Figure 8 is a plot of the primary tether angle, _ , relative to the
local normal vector at its point of attachment at the vehicle surface. In the
tracking philosophy employed, no attitude control torque is applied to the vehicle
until the angle in question (the error signal in this case) exceeds a certain dead-
band. For the system under consideration the deadband is arbitrarily taken as 30 °.
It may be seen from the figure that the relative angle between the tether and the
vehicle remained well within its deadband during most of the retrieval operation.
Since during this time the astronaut and anchor mass executed several complete rev-
olutions about the system mass center, it is evident that the vehicle followed the
astronaut angular motions without employing outside torque from the on-board alti-
tude control system. This is indicative of very smooth performance wherein angular
momentum is actually transferred to the vehicle from the astronaut through the
mechanism of tether tension. When the space vehicle increases in mass and moments
of inertia, active attitude control will be required. The Gemini vehicle was used
for these representative computer runs.
The astronaut's radial velocity is plotted as a function of time for
a constant rate retrieval process in Figure 9. Due to tether line elasticity the
commanded reel-in velocity varies slightly from that experienced by the astronaut.
It can be seen that near the retrieval process termination, when the momentum
module is out of phase, the astronaut's radial velocity fluctuates slightly.
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Again_ a simple control fix will permit smooth retrieval over the entire opera-
tional regime. As illustrated in Figure lO, it is observed that the distance
between the astronaut and the anchor mass remains nearly constant, with a slight
increase observed near the retrieval termination due to line stretch. The length
of the primary tether is shown as constantly decreasing with time.
The motion of the space vehicle, astronaut_ and anchor mass is shown
in Figure ii as projected on the plane of original astronaut motion. It can be
observed that for the majority of the retrieval, the phase angle relationship
between the tethers is such as to transfer angular momentum from the astronaut to
the momentum module. The same motion is shown in Figure 12 as projected on the
plane of orbital motion. This figure illustrates the precession of the plane of
motion during the retrieval operation. A combination of Figures ii and 12 would
show the system motion as the retrieved bodies passed in and out of the initial
plane of motion as well as the angular orientation of the bodies relative to each
other.
A representative constant tension retrieval philosophy is presented
in Figure 13. Here the tension was deliberately set below the required retrieval
level to observe the oscillatory motion of the astronaut about the space vehicle.
A judicious control exercised over both line tension and reel-in rate suggests
itself as a method of combining the desirable and eliminating the undesirable
features of both modes of retrieval discussed above.
V- HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS
A. General Considerations
The controlled tethering electromechanical system was analyzed to
determine functional and operational requirements necessary to satisfy the
retrieval of an incapacitated astronaut from an extra-vehicular assignment. Each
subsystem was studied in detail_ with trade-off designs based on overall system
requirements. The subsystems that were chosen in this study to make up the con-
trolled tethering system include those listed below. They are described in
following paragraphs.
i. Tethering system controller module
a. Drum assembly
b. Capstan drive assembly
c. Electronic controller
d. Drive mechanism
U
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2. Angle sensor and activation assembly
3. Cable and attachment equipment assembly
4. Momentum module assembly
5. Display module.
The preliminary design studies were based upon the general design
specifications contained in Table I. Other specifications resulting from dif-
ferent initial conditions will result in different system weights and volumes_
but unless the retrieval requirements vary considerably, the design solutions
remain essentially unchanged.
The controlled tethering system is illustrated in Figure 14 in block
diagram form. This system has been developed with consideration of either auto-
matic or manned control over its operation.
B. Tetherin_ System Controller Module
The main function of this unit is to provide control and power for
the primary tether during system operation. That portion of this assembly which
was designed by The Marquardt Corporation is shown in Marquardt Drawing No.
228201, Figure 15. The basic elements of this assembly are listed as follows:
i. Prime mover and power transmission
2. Drive capstan
3. Cable storage reel
4. Level wind mechanism
_. Load sensors
6. Cable idlers
7. Static brake.
The prime mover is a 28 V d-c electric motor having a rated torque
of 1.0 in.-ib at 13,500 rpm. The power transmission consists of appropriate
gearing and electromagnetic clutches to deliver driving torque to both the cable
capstan and the take-up reel.
A dual channel rotary servo actuator such as shown on Drawing No.
56-65-42RI (Figure 16) was selected to provide the drag tension on the winch
U
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cable during an excursion of an astronaut. During retrieval it will provide ten-
sion in the cable plus power for cable and astronaut retrieval. Each servo
actuator consists of a case enclosing a direct-current space type motor_ two spur
gear trains, ancl two pairs of counter-rotating clutches. The motor used in this
design is very similar to the one used on the Apollo Service Module and others;
therefor% considerable design information and test data is available for use in
designing this motor.
The magnetic particle clutch, which forms an important part of this
unit, has demonstrated its high level of performance capabilities in almost every
field of servo or automatic control applications. The proportional torque pro-
ducing capabilities of this device adapt themselves quite well to the smooth and
sensitive operation demanded in an application of this nature. Since the clutch
transmits torque by using dry _gnetic po-_der, it has excellent starting charac-
teristics and no leakage problems even at operating conditions. The gear trains
consist of envolute spur gears. Gear systems similar to this have been produced
in production quantities for other space applications.
The primary power output of the system is transmitted to the cable
through the drive capstan rather than the take-up reel. This design eliminates
the difficulties usually associated with control of line tension and proper cable
lay when the system power is delivered directly to the reel. A sufficient torque
is delivered to the reel to permit winding and to insure proper capstan operation.
Several cable idlers and guides are included in the design to provide
proper line routing and compact packaging. In addition to these functions_ two
idlers serve in a dual capacity. One idler pulley is mounted on a load measuring
device to provide a tension sensing capability and a second idler is spring loaded
to compensate for transient differences in capstan and reel speeds. In addition
to the system elements whose functions are associated with the dynamics of its
operation_ a static brake is provided to lock the reel in a fixed position during
periods of inactivity.
Functional descriptions of the controlled tethering system controller
module components are given in Table II. Preliminary specifications_ as shown in
Table III_ were the basis for these designs.
C. An_le Sensor and Activation Assembly
The general function of this assembly is to provide a universal guide
for the tether at the vehicle skin; provide a capability for measurement of the
tether angle relative to the vehicle_ and provide an attachment point for the fully
retrieved astronaut. (See Marquardt Drawing No. 228202, Figure 17). The cable is
provided a suitable guide within an angle of 45 degrees in any direction from the
normal to the vehicle skin at the attachment point by means of suitable contoured
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surfaces which constrain the motion of the tether in that region. At all possible
points of contact, these surfaces are limited to a curvature of 1.5 inch radius
so that the cable will not be unduly loaded in bending while passing through the
assembly. Within the working range of 4_ degrees from the normal, the relative
cable angle in two planes is sensed by a pair of moveable guides, or bails, which
are freely pivoted to follow the motion of the cable. When the cable angle exceeds
the working range, the cable contacts and depresses the limit sensing ring which
actuates a switch to stop cable reel-in until the entire system is again oriented
so that the cable angle is within the working range.
The astronaut attachment hook is at the end of the cable. The first
three feet of tether outward from this point is covered with a protective shroud
to prevent it from abraiding the astronaut's space suit. This terminal shroud
also serves several other important functions. By reason of its increased diame-
ter_ it is easily seen by the astronaut, thereby providing him with an immediate
reference to his orientation relative to the space vehicle. Since this section is
also stiffer in bending than the basic cable, it tends to maintain itself as an
approximately straight shaft, holding the thin unprotected portion of the cable
away from the immediate vicinity of the astronaut. The shroud is also compressible
so that it may function as a shock absorber upon completion of the retrieval opera-
tion. When this unit is fully compressed, it can easily be stored.
Fixed to the end of the shroud section on the far side of the astro-
naut attach hook is the shutoff ring which engages the limit sensing ring at the
completion of a retrieval operation. This action activates the limit switch
which shuts off the retrieval drive mechanism.
Concentric with the entire assembly is an area which provides space
for mounting a lanyard ring. This ring is attached to the free end of a short
connecting cable_ or lanyard_ which extends from the vehicle interior and is
trailed by the astronaut as he approaches the location where his propulsion unit
is stored. The ring is transported to the assembly location at the time when
extra-vehicular activity is to be initiated and is held in its place by small
permanent magnets mounted around the assembly. The purpose of this ring is two-
fold: first to provide a redundancy in the system so that at no time during the
maneuver the astronaut is without a positive link to his vehicle - and second, it
provides some means for the onboard astronaut to return an incapacitated extra-
vehicular astronaut to within reach of the entry hatch. The function of this and
other components is more clearly seen in the proposed operational procedure which
is shown in Table IV. The procedure listed is primarily an automatic one, with
the on-board astronaut serving as a monitor of the extra-vehicular activity. The
participation of the on-board astronaut will depend to a great extent on the mis-
sion, the space vehicle, and the retrieval requirements° As an operational system
is developed, the machine-operator interface should be determined to optimize the
overall mission.
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Functional descriptions of the angle sensor mechanism as well as the
astronaut attachment assembly are given in Table II. It should be noted that the
angle sensor assembly serves to obtain the relation of the tether to the space
vehicle surface, activates and shuts off the controller module, and guides the
tether from the controller module through the space vehicle surface.
The attachment mechanism discussed in this section is typical of that
required for an extra-vehicular excursion of an astronaut. Detailed design of
such features will depend upon interfaces between the astronaut's suit, his per,
sonal propulsion unit, any equipment carried by the astronaut, and the momentum
mass philosophy adopted.
D. Cable and Attachment E_uipment Assembly
The connector serving as the tether to secure and retrieve the astro-
naut is one of the most vital of the controlled tethering system components.
Significant lengths demand the utmost of cable technology. The specific tensile
strength should be high, the cable should possess high flexibility, there should
be a built-in redundancy in case of partial malfunction, and the surface should be
smooth. In addition, the tether should lose none of its desirable characteristics
in the space environment. To meet these stringent requirements, a multiple strand-
ed cable encased in teflon with an overall diameter of 0.070 inch was tentatively
selected. Extensive testing of this component is_ required before final selection.
One proposed cable configuration is illustrated in Figure 18. This
cable, denoted as Type A_ would provide direct communication with the tethered
astronaut. Variations on this approach will provide solutions to the flexible
connector problems previously noted as well as a communications link through the
tether. Type B cable, that requiring no telemetry circuit, is not as complex as
the Type A tethering cable. A reduction of the cable diameter for an equal load
carrying capacity is a significant factor in the Type B cable. A dip process for
coating of both cable types may allow an additional reduction in the overall dia-
meter 8s opposed to a wrapping process.
E. Momentum Module Assembly
The anchor mass assembly consists of a release mechanism, a cable
storage reel, a reel-out speed limiter, and an inert mass to act as an angular
momentum sink. See Marquardt Drawing No. 22820_, Figure 19.
The release mechanism is a mechanical latch which may be released
either directly by the astronaut or on signal from the space vehicle. If the
astronaut were incapacitated, the latch would be actuated by the latter method.
An acceleration sensitive type release would be a highly filtered mechanical
aeeelerometer which releases the latch when an acceleration in excess of a pre-
set value is imposed on the system for a given time interval, probably three or
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four seconds. This is accomplished by the compression of a spring by a mass movin
through a resisting medium. The mass moves under the influence of the centripetal
acceleration imposed on the astronaut when the retrieval of an incapacitated astro-
naut is initiated.
The cable storage device is a reel of standard design which rotates
to pay out cable during deployment of the unit. The reel-out speed is limited by
a friction brake acting directly on the end faces of the reel. The magnitude of
the braking force is determined as a scheduled function of the amount of remaining
cable on the reel as determined by a roller follower. As the roller follower moves
inward on the reel_ brake discs linked to the follower move radially across the
end faces engaging areas of differing coefficients of friction. The braking is
selected to halt the outward motion of the anchor mass smoothly near the end of its
tether so that undesirable impacting is avoided. In the event that a portion of
the astronaut's equipment is used for the momentum mass, similar provision for
deployment would be made.
The controlled tethering system specifications that guided the design
and selecting of subsystem components are tabulated in Table III. The design
specifications for the remainder of the system componentS_were generated on the
basis of the previously stated ground rules and established engineering practices.
As development activities continue, the design specifications become increasingly
more detailed.
F. Sensors for Flisht System
The parameters to be measured would normally lend themselves to
rather conventional forms of instrumentation; however, the hard vacuum environ-
ment creates a special problem because of the materials and rubbing or contacting
surfaces usually found in conventional transducers. Thus it becomes evident that
in nearly every case, special attention will be required in adapting components
to the space environment.
In addition to modifying available components, it appears advisable
to consider seriously the use of electro-optical_ magnetically-coupled, or
capacitive-coupled devices with the objective of eliminating the problem areas
associated with materials.
Some brief comments are offered in the following, summarizing some
of the considerations involved in selecting sensor components.
i. Tether Tension
The mechanical spring element for the basic force sensor was
designed for long term accuracy and stability. Spring deflection is sensed by
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a differential transformer or variable reluctance displacement transducer. Strain
gages are also a possible choiee_ however, gage cement poses a problem in the
vacuum environment. An_unbonded gage design could be worked out_ but would be
more fragile_ requiring extra protection. The tether tension sensor should have
the following characteristics:
a. Low signal threshold
b. High response
c. Stretch compensation
d. A range from 0 to i00 ibs force.
2. Tether Length (Range)
The length of tether deployed is measured by counting the number
of revolutions of the drive capstan. A magnetic pickup or a hermetically-sealed
reed switch actuated by a permanent magnet on the rotating member_ generates one
or more pulses for each revolution of capstan. A calibrated counter integrates
the count to display the tether length. Pickup and counter configuration must be
capable of bi-directional operation. A photoelectric pickup would also be practi-
cal. This sensor should have i% accuracy_ stretch compensation_ offer digital
measurement_ and be capable of measuring the total tether length.
3- Tether Velocity (Range Rate)
The rotational speed of the capstan drive is the basic parameter
sensed. The pickup can be on a-c tachometer generator with voltage output
accurately proportioned to velocity. Photoelectric or magnetic pickups are also
satisfactory, generating pulses at a frequency proportional to velocity. A
frequency discriminator circuit converts pulse frequency to analog d-c voltage
for display and control signal° The range rate sensor should have an accuracy
of i_o over its range of 0 to + 2_ fps. A positive range rate ser_o is preferred.
4. Tether An_le
Angle sensing guide bails are the basic elements° The angular
displacement of the bails is sensed by synchros_ differential transformers_ or
a-e induction potentiometerso Synchros would require special Teflon sleeve
bearings and replacement of rotor brushes with pigtail leads. Any of the above
transducers would require special insulation and coil impregnation. The wire
bail low inertia angle sensor selected for this function should have an accuracy
of 5_ of the linear band. The envelope of operation should include a cone of
about 30 degrees half angle for normal sensitivity with less accuracy required to
the full range of twice this angle. Components that meet these requirements are
readily available.
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VI, OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
A. General Comments
During the course of the investigations of the controlled tethering/
retrieval system it was observed that the angular momentum of the orbiting system
was the primary deterrent to a successful operation. Further, it was concluded
that to retrieve an inactive tethered object it was necessary to either furnish
propulsive capability to one or more of the connected bodies or effect a redis-
tribution of the system angular momentum. In most cases requiring retrieval or
control via the flexible connector, angular momentum redistribution techniques
were concluded to offer the most straight forward solution. Comparative studies
between the two concepts have shown that the momentum redistribution techniques
for retrieval allow for a greater range of extra-vehicular activity with any :
basic system. Also, this technique permits the basic system to be used for s wider
variety of mission applications. The specific angular momentum redistribution
technique that is the most versatile is based on a 3-body concept. Through a
variety of analyses, it has been concluded that this approach lends itself to
easier mechanization, simpler control requirements, and is competitive in weight,
cost, and efficiency with more sophisticated techniques. Specific observations
and conclusions are listed below.
B. Specific Comments
i. Analysis of the overall retrieval problem entails the use of a digital compu-
ter facility. Although segments of the problem may be solved by analog computer
techniques, the significance of comparatively long-term, second-order effects may
be masked. Precession of the planes of motion, influence of orbital motion on
the dynamic system, etc. require computational accuracies beyond that of the ana-
log computer. Analysis by hand techniques is prohibitively lengthy if these
effects are sought. Although hand analysis is slow and_as well as analog techni-
ques, lacks the accuracy of digital computer solutions, they have been used and
should be continued for rapid verification and survey purposes.
2. The effect of a uniformly distributed mass in the form of a flexible connec-
tion between the orbiting bodies has been concluded to be of significance in the
study of system dynamics. Although the computations did not include this para-
meter, it was concluded that its presence will assist in reducing any undesirable
operational characteristics. Future digital computer program modifications can
readily accommodate this feature.
3. It was observed that both the astronaut and the momentum module deviated from
the original plane of motion. These deviations do not adversely affect the
retrieval operation involving a relatively low mass vehicle such as considered
here. This motion must be predicted, however, for retrieval from large space
complexes whose other operational characteristics might impose boundaries on the
retrieval plane.
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4. It was observed that retrieval attempts with constant tension created sus-
tained oscillations or reciprocations in tether length asla functionof time. Un-
less the tension selected is so high as to demand unreasonable rates on the reel-i_
mechanism, the retrieval stalls. At this point in the retrieval attempt, the
astronaut begins to separate from the space vehicle. The momentum module contrib-
utes to this reciprocation by alternately assuming and then releasing system angu-
lar momentum to the astronaut. However, judicious manipulations of both tension
and reel-in speed can circularize the astronaut's trajectory at any tether length
prior to reaching maximum tension. After the oscillations have been damped from
the system, retrieval may again be initiated. It can therefore be concluded that
constant tension retrieval attempts must have other controlling inputs to prevent
system limits from being exceeded.
5. A retrieval by controlling the power level of the reel-in mechanism was one
method used to alleviate this terminal condition; however, there still existed
some oscillations in tension and corresponding reel-in rate. It was observed that
for similar maximum tether loadings, the constant power method could effect a suc-
cessful retrieval but took about twice as long as the constant reel-in retrieval
when used over the entire operation. A modified philosophy would further alleviate
this terminal condition.
6. This modified philosophy appears to be one that returns the astronaut to his
parent vehicle using an essentially constant reel-in rate initially. Upon approach-
ing a predetermined primary tetherline tension or angular velocity value, the reel-
in rate should then be reduced so that the angular velocity of the anchor mass will
approach that of the astronaut. In this manner, the proper phase angle relation-
ship between the primary and secondary tetherlines can be maintained. By a proper
maintenance of the tetherline phase angles, the astronaut can be retrieved to the
immediate proximity of the parent vehicle. At this point, the secondary tetherline
with its anchor mass, can be released and the retrieval operation successfully
_ulminated.
C. Concluding Remarks
The significant conclusion drawn from this study was that during the
tethered retrieval of an incapacitated astronaut from an extra-vehicular assignment
angular momentum must, in most cases, be removed from the system. This is best
done by its redistribution to a third body, termed a momentum module or "anchor
mass". During the deployment of the anchor mass on the secondary tether and the
simultaneous or subsequent retrieval of the astronaut, control must be effected on
both the reeling rates of the tethers and the tension in the primary tether. A
simpler control logic increases difficulty for the general case. It was concluded
that control over these two basic parameters would be sufficient to maintain a
proper phase angle between the primary and secondary tether lines. If the phase
angle relationship between tethers is not controlled, undesirable angular momentum
transfer to the astronaut occurs during some portion of the retrieval process.
This is especially true when the primary tether is short and the secondary tether
is long.
It is expected that an optimum, or near optimum, retrieval philosophy
would incorporate the desirable features of several of the methods which were in-
vestigated singularly. One promising method would include the combination of the
constant tension and constant reel-in rate methods described above. In this case,
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the astronaut would be retrieved at a constant rate until a pre-determined level
of tension was reached, at which time the reel-in rate would be controlled to
maintain tension at this constant level.
Although additional analyses are indicated in order to permit de-
tailed design of some segments of the controlled tethering system for a general
application, the investigations reported here permit the initiation of the devel-
opment of hardware leading to an operational system. The development and the
simulation study plans developed as part of this investigation, reported in
Marquardt Report No. 6079, Reference i, together with the results of this study,
will permit the development and qualification of man-rated controlled tethering
equipment to proceed with confidence.
D. Direction of Future Activity
Further effort should be expended on advancing controlled tethering
technology in three basic areas: analyses, simulation, and hardware development.
In a companion report produced as Phase II of the contract reported herein, The
Marquardt Corporation Report No. 6079, "Program Plan for Controlled Tethering
Experiment", Reference i, the requirements for a flight test program are set
forth. In addition to the recommendations made in that report for further activ-
ity on tethering technology, the following is recommended.
i. Ana lys is
a. Tethers with Distributed Mass
The investigations of long tether lines have dealt primarily
with massless cables, insofar as the system dynamics are concerned. Although this
situation is recognized as a simplification of the problem, the solution of the
overall problem is considered as conservative when tether mass is excluded. A
great deal of background work has been performed on the general subject of tethers
of distributed mass in space_ however, a detailed treatment of the problem is
considered beyond the scope of this investigation. Therefore, it is recommended
that further analyses of this problem be made. The objective of these analyses
would be to define suitable expressions that predict the overall motion of con-
nected bodies in orbit where line mass is a significant portion of any both within
the system.
b. Tethering System Interface
The problems associated with the integration of controlled
tethering with other elements of the total system should be thoroughly considered.
It is recommended that analyses and preliminary designs of solutions to these
interface problems be continuously conducted during controlled tethering system
development. By this approach, many design conflicts can be avoided by judicious
compromise; thus, a more nearly optimum overall system can be developed.
U
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2. Simulation
In addition to the research simulations recommended in TMC Report
No. 6079, procedural simulations should be conducted on the deployment and retriev-
al of tethered bodies. Investigations of the degree to which the operator parti-
cipates in normal and emergency situations should be carried out and valid simula-
tions conducted prior to system design finalization. The on-board operator con-
trols and displays should be examined for optimum mission performance. These
findings should then be validated by meaningful simulations.
3. Development
Hardware development of the controlled tethering system is a
requirement prior to experimental flight tests. In this development sequence,
however, certain items have longer development lead times than others. One such
item involves the communications link between the tethered astronaut and the
space vehicle. Cable technology must be advanced to provide this capability
without exceeding weight limitations.
Therefore, it is recommended that additional effort be expended
developing suitable tethers that offer desirable characteristics regarding
strength, flexibility, hysteresis_ resistance to degradation in the space environ-
ment, etc., as well as serve as an efficient communications carrier.
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TABLE I
PRELIMINARY SPECIFICATIONS FOR
CONTROLLED TETHERING SYSTEM
(Established for designs used in this study)
System/Parameters Des ign Specification
Overall System Operating Envelope
i,
2.
3.
4.
e
6.
7.
8.
9.
Maximum_V of astronaut
Maximum excursion distances
Maximum weight to be retrieved
Maximum acceleration (by operational astronaut
propulsion system)
Maximumacceleration (by tether)
Normal working load on tether
Maximum tension in tether
Working tension in tether
Assumed maximum retrieval time
25_t,/sec
2000 ft
425 ibs
1/4O"g"
l/4 "g'
i/8 "g"
i00 ibs
50 ibs
15 min
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TABLE II
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS
Ae
Design Feature or
Functional Component
Tetherin_S_stem Controller Module
Function Performed
i. Dual Output Electro-
Mechanical Actuator
2. Gear Train and
Housing
3. Reel_ support and
cover
4. Level Winding
Mechanism
5. Pulleys and Cable
Guards
Provides torque to capstan;
and reel for driving power.
Gear train encased in a
housing provides trans-
mission of power from
actuator to winding mech-
anism.
Reel provides storage for
cable and provides ground
for e lectromechanical
brake. Reel support and
cover provides support for
one end of the reel and for
an electromechanical brake.
This reel support and cover
completely encases the reel.
Allows cable to be reeled
on and off smoothly and
evenly.
The pulleys guide the cable
to its destination - pro-
viding tension and change
of direction. Cable guards
prevent cable from detach-
ing itself from pulleys.
Description
A rotary servo-actuator con-
sisting of D.C. motor; four
dry magnetic particle clutch-
es, two stages of spur gear-
ing, two output shafts.
Gear train composed of a set
of double reduction gears,
consisting of 2 pinions and
2 gears, all enclosed in a
gear housing.
The reel is a spool shaped
item allowing storage of the
cable. The reel support and
cover is a cylinder_ with one
end open and one end closed.
Mechanism consist of a lead
screw with a double helix
thread and a level winder
follower which tracks the
helix screw. The follower
also has a spiral-shaped
covered groove to allow the
cable to pass from the reel
to the capstan.
The pulleys are constructed
with deep grooves for reten-
tion of cable and integral
low friction bearings. Cable
iguards are constructed of
ithin sheet metal which covers
ia minimum of cable-pulley
icontact area.
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TABLE II (Continued)
Design Feature or
Functional Component
6. Idler Arm Assembly
7. Capstan and Support
Structure
. Cable Velocity and
Length Sensor
9. Tension Sensor
Function Performed
Supports the cable tension-
ing pulley. Idler is pre-
loaded by means of a
"Bendix flexural pivot"
which maintains tension
within a prescribed limit.
Transmits power from actua-
tor to cable. Structure
ties capstan to mounting
plane.
Senses cable velocity and
cable length through rota-
tion of capstan.
Senses cable tension as
cable leaves unit.
Description
The idler arm is a clevis
fitting with one-half of the
flexural pivot fixed to it;
and the clevis end accepts
the pulley.
Capstan is drum shaped pulley
which accepts multiple wraps
of cable. Capstan driven by
spline shaft from activator.
An electro-mechanical device
that translates rotation into
electrical impulses which
read out length and velocity.
A strain-gage device that
measures bending moment in
pulley pin and provides an
electrical signal which after
conversion is read out as
cable tension.
BI
1.
Angle Sensor and Activation Assembly
Cable Guide
2. Bails and Synchros
Directs cable from deploy-
ment unit to angle sensing
bails.
Senses azimuth and co-
elevation of cable.
Funnel type structure formed
internally to a radius equal
to 45 times the cable diame-
ter and flared at small end
to receive cable from deploy-
ment unit.
Two double pail handle type
"frictionless" guides 90 °
apart - synchros are directly
attached to pivoting end of
bails - cable passes thru
slot in each of bails - as
cable changes direction (due
to astronaut maneuvers)
"frictionless" bails follow
cable thereby rotating syn-
chros which register azimuth
and co-elevation on screen in
spacecraft.
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TABLE II (Continued)
Design Feature or
Functional Component
3. Pivots
4. Magnetic Bolts
5. Capsule Lanyard
Ring
. Limit Switch
Actuator Retaining
Ring
7. Limit Switch
Act uat or
8. Limit Switch
9. Shut-Off Ring
Function Performed
Supports and allows bails
to pivot with minimum fric-
tion - stops bails when
maximum angle of 45 ° from
vertical is reached.
Retains capsule lanyard
ring while astronaut is
performing space maneu-
vers.
Twofold function: provides
for positive link of astro-
naut to space vehicle while
performing maneuvers and
provide means of returning
incapacitated extra-
vehicular astronaut to
within reach of entry hatch
Retain limit switch actua-
tor against pressure of
compression spring.
Actuates limit switch when
depressed by shut-off ring
or tether cable.
When actuated_ stops cable
reel-in until system is
reoriented.
Depresses limit switch
actuator when retrieved
astronaut arrives at
spacecraft.
Description
Four "frictionless" TFE pil-
low blocks - max. bail angle
stop integral part of pillow
block.
Dual purpose magnetic bolts
(8 required) - attaches limit
switch actuator retaining
ring to main structure and
secures capsule lanyard ring
in stowage position.
Ring made of steel tubing -
has cable connecting it to
vehicle and quick-disconnect
snap hook for attachment to
astronaut.
Ring (7.2 in. O.D.) is bolted
to structure by eight magne-
tic bolts.
Curved shell ring - curve
form equal to 45 times the
cable diameter.
Miniature arm-type limit
switch.
Steering wheel shaped ring/
internal guide for cable -
bayonet disconnect for cable
c ore r at tachme nt.
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TABLE II (Continued)
Design Feature or
Functional Component
i0. Bayonet Disconnects
Function Performed
ll. Anti-Abrasion Cable
Cove r
12. Spherical Bearing
13. Quick-Disconnect
Snap Hook
Two-fold function: provides
attachment of anti-abrasion
cover to shut off ring and
also for compression of
anti-abrasion cover for
st owage.
Primary Function: To pro-
vide protection for astro-
naut's spacesuit from
abrasion caused by the
cable - other functions:
acts as shock absorber upon
completion of retrieval
operation; due to stiffness
in bending_ it tends to
hold the thin unprotected
portion of the cable away
from astronaut; also its
increased diameter makes it
easily seen by the astro-
naut_ thereby providing him
with an immediate reference
to his orientation relative
to the space vehicle.
Prevents any torsion in
cable due to maneuvers of
astronaut.
Attaches astronaut to
vehicle by cable.
Description
Disconnects are of opposite
latching for safety in opera-
tion.
Fabric covered 7/8 in. dia-
meter x 30 in. (extended)
compression spring made of
small diameter and low resis-
tance wire - can be compress-
ed to _ in. length.
TFE lined spherical bearing
located between anti-abrasion
cable cover and quick dis-
connect snap hook.
Standard Air Force parachute
harness snap hook - modified
to take spherical bearing.
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TABLE III
COMPONENT SPECIFICATIONS FOR
CONTROLLED TETHERING SYSTEM
System/Component Design Specifications
Capstan Drive:
Electric Motor:
i. Power
2. Power source
3. Running time
4. Speed ratio
5. Environment
6. Cooling
Power Supply:
Assume f = 0.i, Ti/To = 12.3
(See Appendix A)
Low;_tension paying out
Tension difference between capstan
and reel
1/5
28 V d.c.
Up to 1/2 hr
Variable
Cannistered in space
Radiation and conduction
l,
2.
Momentum Module :
Required total energy at 100% efficiency
Average HP at 100% efficiency
i. Module + reel at module
2. Tether line length (15 Ib total weight)
3. Tether line tension
- 25 -UNCLASSIFIED
35 w-hr
-ii00 ft-lb-sec
15 it
300o ft
50 ibs
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TABLE III (Continued)
System/Component Design Specifications
4. Detachment mechanism 2 ibs
Tension sensitive
i0 ibs5. Secondary tethering cable
Control and Display:
i. On-board display and controls
a. Range
b. Tension
Desired for command astronaut for
either manual or automatic control
modes
c. Range rate
d. Display of position
e. Power switch (manual)
f. Activator switch (manual)
g. Overload switch (automatic)
h. Override range rate controller (manual)
U
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TABLE IV
EXTRA-VEHICULAR OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE
(Based on Gemini Mission Profile)
Normal Procedure for Extra-Vehicular Astronaut
Step
i.
.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
So
.
i0.
Perform pre-depressurization check list.
Go on PLSS and perform check.
Depressurize the spacecraft.
Perform pre-open hatch check list.
Open hatch_ attach capsule lanyard ring hook_ and egress.
Move to adapter section of spacecraft and obtain maneuvering pack.
Don maneuvering pack and move to controlled tethering system access
hatch (do not use maneuvering pack to reach access hatch).
Open tethering system access hatch and attach tethering line hook_
passing it through capsule lanyard ring.
Detach capsule lanyard ring hook from harness and secure ring to
magnetic latches on spacecraft.
Release tethering system safety locks and activate tethering system
(either astronaut).
Perform tethered maneuvering tests using maneuvering pack.
Return to spacecraft tethering access hatch with automatic take-up
of controlled tether.
Tether reel drive mechanism automatically shuts off and engages
brake.
Remove capsule lanyard ring from stowage and attach hook to harness.
Remove maneuvering pack and tethering line hook_ secure and leave
outside spacecraft (normal procedure in Gemini mission).
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17.
18.
19.
20.
TABLE IV (Continued)
Switch to spacecraft ECS and ingress spacecraft.
Perform strap-in operations and remove lanyard ring hook.
Close spacecraft hatch•
Re-pressurize spacecraft.
Perform post-EVA check list.
Emergency Procedure
Retrieval of Active Astronaut
i.
.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Steps i through ii of Normal Procedure.
Initiate retrieval mode by on-board astronaut.
Deploy momentum module.
Reel tethered astronaut to spacecraft.
Repeat Step 13 of Normal Procedure•
Jettison momentum module.
Steps 14 through 20 of Normal Procedure.
Retrieval of Incapacitated Astronaut
i. Steps i through 6 of Emergency Procedure, Retrieval of Active Astronaut.
2. 0n-board astronaut pulls on capsule lanyard ring line, detaching ring
from stowage_ causing ring to engage extra-vehicular astronaut.
3. 0n-board astronaut releases tethering system brake.
4. 0n-board astronaut pulls incapacitated astronaut to spacecraft hatch.
5. 0n-board astronaut attaches spacecraft ECS and lanyard ring hook to
extra-vehicular astronaut.
6. On-board astronaut removed maneuvering pack and tethering line hook
and leaves outside spacecraft.
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TABLE IV (Continued)
e
8.
9.
0n-board astronaut assists in ingress maneuvers.
Administer to extra-vehicular astronaut.
Steps 17 through 20 of Normal Procedure by command astronaut.
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TENSIONS AND VELOCITIES AT ASTRONAUTDURING RETRIEVAL
AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE
WITH 2000 -ft SECONDARY TETHER
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PRIMARY TETHERANGULAR DEPARTUREFROM
NULL POSITION
I I
INITIAL CONDITIONS
REEL-IN RATE
PRIHARY TETHER LENGTH
SECONDARY TETHER LENGTH
ASTRONAUT TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
PRIOR TO RETRIEVAL OPERATION
5 ft/sec
2,000 ft
3,000 ft
25 ft/sec I
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20
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0 100 200 .300
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400 500
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ASTRONAUT RADIAL VELOCITY DURING
RETRIEVAL PROCESS
/VV 
R: 120 ft _
INITIAL CONDITIONS
REEL-IN RATE
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PRIOR TO RETRIEVAL OPERATION
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25 ft/sec
0 I00 200 300 400 500
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PROJECTIONOFSYSTEMMOTION ONTOPLANEOF
INITIAL MOTION
_t= 80 sec
RI = 1760 ft
I
I
/
I
ASTRONAUT
TRAJECTORY
t = 156 sec
RI = 1380 ft
\
\
\
\
\
SPACE VEH I CLE
INITIAL CONDITIONS
REEL-IN RATE
PRII_ARY TETHER LENGTH
SECONDARY TETHER LENGTH
ASTRONAUT WEIGHT
MOMENTUMMODULE WEIGHT
ASTRONAUT TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
PRIOR TO RETRIEVAL OPERATION
t = 0 sec
R1 = 2,000 ft
5 ft/sec
2,000 ft
3,000 ft
400 Ib
15 Ib
25 ft/sec
ANCHOR MASS
TRAJECTORY
t = 297 sec
R I = 680 ft
\
\
\
\
t = 263 sec ]
RI = 850 ft 4
I
/
/
/
, t = 21/4 sec
_R1 = 1100 ft
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PROJECTIONOFSYSTEMMOTION ONTOPLANEOF
ORBITALMOTION
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ANCHOR MASS TRAJECTORY
INITIAL CONDITIONS
REEL-IN RATE
PRIMARY TETHER LENGTH
SECONDARY TETHER LENGTH
ASTRONAUT WEIGHT
MOMENTUM MODULE WEIGHT
ASTRONAUT TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
PRIOR TO RETRIEVAL OPERATION
II \\ l f ASTRONAUT TRAJECTORY
\\
_ \ _ SPACE VEHICLE
', \l'J/
--_" _ __ ORBITAL MOTION
\ l
a \ l
%\ II
5 ft/sec \ l
2,000 ft \%\!
3,000 ft
400 lb
15 Ib \_
25 ft/sec
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PROJECTION OF ASTRONAUTTRAJECTORY ONTO PLANE
OF INITIAL MOTION FOR CONSTANTTENSION RETRIEVAL
t = 0 sec
R 2,000 ft
V 20 ft/sec
t = 122 sec
R = 1650 ft
V = 15 ft/se¢
ASTRONAUT TRAJECTORY
SPACE VEHICLE
i = 94 sec
240 ft
114 ft/sec
t = 32 sec
R = 320 ft
V = 112 ft/sec
t = 150 sec
R = 25 ft
V = 105 ft/sec
INITIAL CONDITIONS
REEL-IN RATE, FUNCTION OF:
PRIMARY TETHER LENGTH
SECONDARY TETHER LENGTH
ASTRONAUT WEIGHT
MOMENTUM MODULE WEIGHT
ASTRONAUT TANGENTIAL VELOCITY
PRIOR TO RETRIEVAL OPERATION
50]b tension
2,000 ft
4,000 ft
4OO Ib
15 Ib
25 ft/sec
sec= 1900 ft
= 18 ft/sec
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF IDEALIZED
SYSTEM BEHAVIOR
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF IDEALIZED
SYSTEM BEHAVIOR
To obtain a comprehensive evaluation of the multiple body retrieval
method for system sizing, certain simplications are introduced so that analytic
solutions to the problem may be obtained.
Specifically, it is assumed that the space vehicle,, astronaut and fn
ert anchor mass remain coplanar during retrieval and that their angular velocities
about the combined mass center are equal. It is also assumed that the angular
misalignment between the tethers does not experience large excursions. When the
system is performing well, the angular misalignment between the bodies in question
is not shown to be large so that the assumed configuration does not appreciably
deviate from the actual one. The assumed configuration is admittedly an idealized
situation which may not be reached but is expected to be closely approached.
It has been shown previously that when the astronaut is reeled in at
a rate which is independent of other system variables and parameters, oscillations
in line tension and relative angular positions occur. The presence of these os-
cillations does not negate the validity of the previous assumptions; however, re-
duction of these effects is definitely advantageous insofar as system operation
is concerned. In addition, the mathematical model under consideration now applies
more suitably to a non-oscillatory system. It may safely be assumed that these
oscillations can be held to a suitably low level or eliminated entirely by means
_'+__,_+_ _y_m _nnf.rol design.
In keeping with the assumptions stated above, the approximate dy-
namics of the retrieval system will be examined. It is assumed that initially the
anchor mass is situated at the astronaut location. For any given tangential ve-
locity_ the presence of the anchor mass at this location increases the total angu-
lar momentum of the system above that which would exist in its absence. The al-
ternative initial configuration has the anchor mass located at the mother ship
with effectively zero angular momentum. When the anchor mass is transported to
the astronaut location, the astronaut reduces his tangential velocity at the ex-
pense of imparting angular momentum to the anchor mass. Each of the two alter-
nate initial configurations do not differ substantially from each other and the
results of one are expected to apply approximately to the other. For this reason,
the choice of initial configurations was entirely arbitrary. The initial config-
urations define the angular momentum which is conserved in the system throughout
the retrieval operations.
H = r v (mI + m2) = constant (i)O O
When retrieval is in progress_ the anchor mass is extended to the end of its
tether. Since the angular velocities of the astronaut and the anchor are also
assumed equal_
v I v2
r r+L
(2)
UNC[ASS IFIFr} - 50 -
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
and since the angular momentum is constant,
H = r vI m I + (r + L) v2 m2 : ro Vo (ml + m 2) (3)
or
Ii <r + L_ 2 m2 1r vI m I + r _ii = rO vO (ml + m2)
Line tension (T) may generally be expressed as,
(4)
2
T=mrg@
whe re :
._}: v/r (6)
or
2
m v
T : _ (7)
The total line tensions between the astronaut and the _spaoevehicle includes the
accelerations of both the astronaut and _the anchor mass.
2 2
m I vI m 2 v2
T : + (8)
r r+L
I
or
m I vI m 2
i+
T =. r m_l (9)
Combining Equations (4) and (9):
r v + m2 mi
T = o o (ml - 2
ml r3 ll m2 Ir + L_-]+_i r
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The initial line tension is designated as To where
2
V
O
T o = (m 1 + m2) -_-
O
Combining Equations (i0) and (ii):
T +
m
To
m_l I1 ml ll )2 I
m2 L 2
+mq +r
(ll
(12)
Applying the following relations to Equation (12)
m2
a -
mI
L
b = m
r
o
r
X =
T l+a +a +
gives T_° = X3 _ + a <l b )2]2+ _ (13
The value of X for which T/T assumes a mzx_n_ is now dete_ined.
is first rewritten as shown _elow.
Equation (13)
When the derivative of Equation (14) is taken and equated to zero, the following
expression results :
+ a (x+ b) : 2 2 + a (X+ b) 2 X + 2 _ + 2 X + a (X+ b)
(15)
It may be shown from Equation (i_)i that at the completion _ef bhe retrieval (IX = 0
%h@ derivative of T/T o is as_tfolloWs%
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I= .
X--O
(l - 3 a)
b4
tP_. 6o92
(161
Equation (16) indicates that when a _ 1/3, the line tension at the fully re-
trieved configuration is not at its maximum. Since both the line strength and the
astronaut acceleration tolerance concern themselves with the maximum line load,
it is necessary to determine where this occurs. Equation (15) is simplified to
the following:
+ a (X+b 1 + a) X+ a
a
3 =0 (IT]
The maximum value of T/T o corresponds to a solution of Equation (17) when a _ 1/3.
Since only those values of a and b which are greater than zero are of interest in
this investigation and the first factor of Equation (17) never reduces to zero,
the equation is therefore equivalent to
I b12 a b 2l+a) x+a 3 =o (18)
or
(l+ a) x+ ab =bW_ (19)
which reduces to
X -l+a
The value of X in Equation (20) is that for which T/T o is maximum. This variable
is defined as X, so that the previous equation is now written as
X-l+a
!
It is seen from Equation (21) that the point of maximum tension occurs at the
fully extended condition (X = l) when
l+ a
b - (22)
a
ii
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
It may be shown that the right side of Equation (22) assumes a minimum value whez
a=7-4 3_.
Since 0-_ X --_i, the following restriction is imposed:
1 + ab<_ (23)
When the appropriate value of a is substituted into the above expression it is
found that
= 13.16 (24)
Therefore the following expression covers all cases:
b _< 13.16 (o<___)
Now, when Equations (13) and (21) are combined, the following result is obtained:
max
(26)
whe re
a __ i/3; b __ 1 + a
When a__ i/3, X : 0 and
1 + a
b 3 a
(27)
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which results from setting X = 0 in Equation (14).
striction is placed upon b in the case stated above.
When a• 1/3 and b_ 1 + a -
, X = 1 and
It is to be noted that no re-
max
(1+a) I1+a (1+blJ
[i+a(l+b
(28)
which results from setting X = i in Equation (14). Equations (27) and (28) apply
to a range of parameters which is not usually considered practical, and are intro-
duced essentially for the sake of completeness.
Equations (26) and (27) cover practically the entire working range
of the variables a and b. It is noted that each of these equations maybe ex-
pressed as
= fl (a)f2 (b) (29)
whe re
fl (a) 9=_ (i + a) 3 _ for a _ I
a2 _3 -- 3
l+a
a
1
fora _
and
1
f2 (b)- b3
Since the tension ratio is expressible as the product of functions of each of the
pertinent system variables, the contribution of each of these variables is inde-
pendent of the other. Figure A-1 shows a plot of the relative contributions of
each of these; functions.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)
Figure A-2 shews a plot of T/Toas a f_uc_ion of b with a raS ..aparameter._: The
values of X for which the maximum tension occurs are also shown in Figure A-2.
The net energy requirement to effect a retrieval is now considered.
This energy is represented by the increase in kinetic energy of the system com-
ponents following retrieval.
Define :
E : Initial kinetic energy of system
O
Ef = Final kinetic energy of system
(ml+ m2) 2 roTo
Eo 2 v = _ (30)o 2
2
m 2 vf L Tf
Ef = 2 : _ (31)
whe re
Tf = T at X = 0
AE = i/2 (L Tf - ro To ) (32)
From Equation (14) it is seen that
Tf - i + a (33)
a b 3 To
the refore
rTIb_lirT[l )_
_E = o o i + a = o o b2
2 a 2a b 2 + a (i - (34)
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NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Description
,i
m I
Mass of astronaut
m2 Anchor mass
r Length of astronaut tether
r
o
Initial astronaut tether length
L Length of anchor mass tether
H System angular momentum
Astronaut tangential velocity
v2 Anchor mass tangential velocity
V
0
Initial tangential velocity
T Line tension
m 2
a m
m 1
L
b u
r
o
r
X m
r
o
T
0
Initial line tension
X Point of maximum tension
!
E
UNCLASSIFIED
Energy expended during retrieval
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TENSION RATIO FUNCTION vs. MASS AND TETHERLINE LENGTH RATIOS
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DETERMINATION OF PRIMARY TETHERLINE LENGTHS AT MAXIMUM TENSIONS
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF AN ORBITING
SYSTEM OF CONNECTED M_SSES
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APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF AN ORBITING
SYSTEM OF CONNECTED MASSES
The behavior of an orbiting system of connected masses which include
a space vehicle, astronaut_ and anchor mass, is described here in terms of their
differential equations of motion. In addition to the translatory motion of all
bodies, the cross-coupled rotational motion of the vehicle is also included. Pro-
vision is made for the simulation of applied force and/or torque on the system
so that the results of external thrust may be evaluated.
Consider a space vehicle which is free to translate and rotate under
an applied load (See Sketch B'I).
k2
(Ul' u2' u3). m 2 Anchor mass
R2
(zI, z2,
Astronaut
z3)
R o SPACE VEHICLE MASS CENTER
A_ (xl, x2, x5)
SKETCH B-I
Except for the angular orientation of the space vehicle, all coordin-
ates are given relative to the point 0 and the triad, ([i, i--2,T3). The triad
(kl, k2,-_3) is aligned with the principal_ axes _°f inertia of the vehicle and is
located at its mass center. The vectors R I and R2 represent cable connections
between the masses. The vector Ro represents vehicle position only. In all
cases, connecting cables are assumed to have no mass. The astronaut and anchor
mass are considered as point masses. The vector _ is fixed relative to the (El,
k--2'_3) triad and defines the point of attachment of the cable to the vehicle.
I
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Now
Ro = x_71+x2_2+x3_3 (1)
and
= Sl_i+s2_ + s3_3 (2)
Both (YI, i2, T3) and (kl, _2, _3) are right handed unit orthogonal triads and
therefore transform as follows: (see Reference 5).
l1
12
131
or more conveniently
all
= a21
a31
.k.
a12 a13
a22 a23
a32 a33
k
1
k2
k 3
u
(3)
(4)
It is easily shown that the general element aij of /A/ is the direction cosine
between i i and _j or
L J
aij = 7i • ij (_)
S imilarly,
r
Where the elements of [BJ are also stated as
• = • ijbij _i
(6)
(7)
I
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It is thus evident that
bij = aji (8)
The vector _ may be expressed in terms of either (]_l, _2, _3 ) or ([1, [2, [3 ).
Thus
P : sl_l + s2_ + s3 k3 : Yl _-i+ Y2 i2 + Y3 Y3 (9)
and it may be shown that
: [sl
where
'-yil I
is as previously defined.
(ii)
It is easily seen that the matrix _A1 is entirely determined by
the orientation of the triad (_l, k2, _3)" Whe_ %his triad is rotating with an
angular velocity CO, having components CO1, 032, 003 along the local coordinate
axes, the elements of [A] change with time. Consider the triad of Sketch B-2 ex-
ecuting a differential rotation _ @l about E 1
UI_lf, A q S !FI ED 63I_I_L.n_
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T% may .re sh_wh that
k' 1
k'2 = 0
M
k'3 0
or
1
J j %'
%
_2
SKETCH B-2
0 0
i _@i
"_gl i
-- -t
E1
½
%
(z2)
(13)
Similar expressions exist for rotations about the other axes. Thus,
1 o _
1 0
0 1
1 @o3 o
= -$o3 1 o
0 0 1
(14)
In the general case, a differential rotation will have components
along all three axes. Since the sum of differential rotations is independent of
the order of summation, the result of rotation about all three axes simultaneously
is given as
UN{.;LAS:SI1-1t-D
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When the three rotation matrices are expanded and only first order differentials
are retained
r
i _@3
-S% i
- g@2
1
--[A4
(16)
(17)
The expansion of Equation (17) is as follows:
(all + a12 _@3 - a13 _@2)(a21 + a 22 _@3 " a23 _@2 )
(a31 + a32_@3 - a33_@2 )
[B,]: _-___%+_+ _,__o,.)_-__%+%_+_ _%)
(-a31 _'@3 + a32 + a33 _@1)
(all_82 - a12 $@i + a13)(a21S@2 - a22 _@i + a23)
(a.515@2 - a32 _81 + a33)
Define
(18)
5@i :_1 dr, 6@2-=C_ 2 dt, _83 = ('l'J3 dt (19)
Now
(20)
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Therefore
(al2 _3 " a_3a2)(a22 _3" a23_)2)(a32 m3- a33 _)-
_[_]-- I,_ _- _ __ _-_ %_ _-_ %_
(all ('02 - al2 _/l)(a2l @2 " a22 _l)(a31 _2 " a32 _X)l)
P
The derivative of B is by definition the derivatives of the elements of IB_
These are equated to _he elements of Equation (21) to obtain the following. J
(21)
d
d-_ all = al2_3- al3 %
d
d-_ a12 = a13 _i- all _3
d
d-_ a13 = all W2 " a12 _i
d
d-_ a21 = a22 gD3 " a23 a_2
I,I
= a23 _l- a21 --3
d
d--t a23 = a21 L#2 - a22 &_
a31 =
d
d-_ a32
d
d-'t"a33
a32 (_3 - a33 O2
(22)
or, written in matrix form
ddt[B]= [c][_] (23)
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where
0
[c]--
_2
q
_3 -_2
o _i
-_ o
(24)
[i [j_nd.,_scincS.B &s:th_ ,t_rans_pos.e_sllW.ell_&_t.h_vci_erse of.A _: the following is
also true.
d N[o] (25)
Equation (25) is not esse.ntial to the development and is included merely for the
sake, of complete,_es_;._.. . _-_! _. •. .... _..... . ,:,_.......,_: . .
Of. ,th#.nine:, e.leme_ts of i Al,' oa;ly, thm_,e.are _$n_ependent. The£efor% thes#'ni'ne
elements):,:m#yy_ b,e_eA#r.#_se_..._a,t_rms of the three Eulerian angles o_ the _ v@hicle
° ...... , , ° , . _ "_ t °. , • •
relative to the (Zl, z2, zS) trzad. These angles are speczfzed as _, @,_Z# and
_._e defined as shown in Sketch B'3.
I
_l / i1
SKETCH B-3
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These angles are defined by the rotations required to revolve the (TI, T2, [3 )
triad into the (_l, _ _3 ) triad. These are as follows:
1. Rotate [1, and [2 about _3 through an angle,
:21. Rotate i2 and i3 about iI through an angle, @
i]3, Rotate T I and T 2 about T 3 through an angle, F
It is easily verified that the matrix elements aij may be expressed
in terms of the Eulerian angles as follows:
all = cos _#cos _ - cos @ sin _ sin 3_
a12 = -sin_gcos _ - cos @ sin _ cos y
a13 = sin 9 sin
a21 = cos _sin _ + cos @ cos _ sin
_22 = -sin _sin _ + cos @ cos _ cos
a23 = -sin @ cos
a31 = sin _sin @
a32 = cos ysin @
a33 = cos @
J
Now consider tension in the connecting cables. To each cable
denoted by R1 and R-2, assign a spring constant _l and /_ such that
Rl : (1 + _ Tl) Rl'
R2 : (1 + _ T2) R2'
l
where
and
_ i
Ea
E = Young's modules
a = line cross section area
(26)
(27)
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Where
R1 = I_11 = Actual cable length
R2 I 21= Actualcable length
(28)
RI' , R 2' are unstressed cable lengths
T I , T2 are cable tensions
Now
2
R1 = (Xl + Yl - Zl )2+ (x2 + Y2 - z2 )2+:(x3 + Y3 - z3)2 (29)
and
I
= . + )2R22 (uI Zl )2 (u2 - z2 + (u3 - z3 )2
From Equation (27)
R I - R I'
TI - _i RI'
R 2 - R2 '
T 2 -
R2 '
The quantities, R I' and R 2', will generally not be expressed as explicit func-
tions of time, but will be specified indirectly by the time derivative
(3o)
(31)
(32)
69UNCLASS IFIED
Where the q's are as yet undetermined variables such as tension, cable length,
or time. It is assumed here that Equation (33) will yield to integration with-
out difficulty.
R' = f (ql' q2' " • • qn) (33)
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Now consider the equations of motion of the various system bodies
relative to the point 0 and the (T1, i-2, i-3) triad. It is assumed here that the
above-mentioned coordinate frame is moving in a circular orbit about a central
attracting body (planet) with the vector T 1 _ointing in the direction of travel
and the vector T 2 pointing radially outwardTrom the center of attraction. The
vector T 3 is oriented to complete the right hand triad. Since this frame is not
Newtonian, the usual equations of motion must be modified to account for this.
A point mass m having position coordinates Xl, x2_ x3 in a reference frame as
described above has the following equations of motion:(see Reference 6).
F 1 = m_x I + 20x2] Force in x I direction
F 2 = m {x'2 - 3_ 2 x2 - 20 Xl_ Force in x 2 direction (34)
F3 = m I_'3 +_2 x3_ Force in x3 direction
Where 0 is the orbital angular velocity
O :'1/7 (35)
k = Gravitational constant of planet
L = Orbit radius
Now consider translational motion of the system bodies. The motion
of the vehicle mass center is the same as that of a particle of equal mass ex-
periencing a force equal to that of the summation of forces acting on the vehicle.
The total outside force on the vehicle is due to cable tension and reaction jets.
Define
H i = Jet thrust in the i direction
Now, the direction cosine of the vector RI, in the i direction is given as
xi + Yi - zi
- (, )
RI
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The equations of motion of vehicle translation are now obtained from Equations
(31), (34) and the above definitions. Thus,
R I - R I'
HI - (/qR1, R 1
) (_i+ yl- _l)=mo (Xl+ 2Q_)
RI - R I '
H2 -(_ ) (x2+ y2 - z2): mo (_ - 3Q 2RI ' R I
R I - RI'
H3 -(_lR1 ' R1 ) (x3 + Y3 - z3) = mo ('x'3_ Q 2
x2 - 2Q _l)
x3)
(36)
The thrust components Hi.are as yet undefined, but will probably be functions of
Yi and zi (and possibly Yi and zi)"
The motion of the astronaut is determined by the tensions in two
cables and by jet thrust having components F i in the i directions. The direc-
tion cosines of the second cable are defined as
U° -- Z.
1 1
R2
The nature of F i is similar to that of Hio
The equations of motion for the astronaut are now as follows:
R I - R I' R 2 - R2 '
FI +% )(Xl + Yl- Zl)+_RI ' R I R 2 ' R2
)(uI - zI)
m I (zI + 2 _-_ z2)
R I R '
- i, R2 - R 2'
F2 Rl'R1)(x2+y2-z2)+ R2' )(u2-z2):
ml ('z2 302 z2 - 2_ _i)
• R2- R2, )(u3_z3) :
- Rl' ) (x3+ Y3 +'z3)+ % R2,R2F3 + ((_ R I ' RI
ml ('z3 +Q2 z3 )
(37)
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Similarly, the equations of motion for the anchor mass are as follows:
(/_2R2'-R2'R2.)(zi - _l)= m2 ¢_1+ 2Q _2)
(_ -R 'R2'2_2) (z3- _3)= m2 (ST3+ _ 2 u3)
(38)
It is noteworthy that no force other than cable tension is applied
to the anchor mass.
Now consider the space vehicle rotational dynamics. The torque
produced by the cable tension is given by
Torque = Q1 _l + _ _ + Q3 _3 (39)
Whe re
T1
% --_ (_i, _ x [l) (4o)
The vector _ is originally specified in terms of the unit vectors (_l, _2, _3)
= Sl +s2 +s3 (41)
But RI is expressed in the (TI, T2' _3 ) system
RI = rl [i + r2 _2 + r3 T3 (42)
Where
ri = zi - xi - Yi (43)
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Now, RI may be w2i_ten in the form
RI = rl' E1 + r2' _2 + r3' k3 (44)
Where
[r]= [B] [r]
_sw__owne_r___er,[J _s_m____et_ns_o_e<F]"
Now_
x RI --_ ($2 r3' - S3 r2') + _2 (S3 rl' - S I r3
+ _3 (SI r2' - $2 rl')
,)
(45)
(46)
So that
m
• -am v
QI = R_ ($2 r3 $3 r2' )
T I
Q£ = _i ($3 rl' " S1 r3' )
TI
Q3- R-I (SI r2' " $2 rl')
(47)
The rotational dynamics are now written as
Ii4
o
z2 _2
13 d%
= (I3- I1)A) 1% +
= (I 1 -I2)(O 1 602 +
+ QI + GI
% +G 2
Q3 +03
(48)
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Where Gi is the applied torque due to jet reaction about E i. In general, G i and
H i will not be independent.
Equations (10), (22), (26), (31), (32), (33), (36), (37), (38),(43),
(45), (47), and (48) express the complete equations of motion of the system.
NOMENCLATURE
Symbol Description
11, 12, 13
xl, x2, x3
Yl' Y2' Y3
S I, S2, S3
zI, z2, z3
u I, u2, u3
m
O
mI
½
Ro
r I, r2, r3
' r3 'rl',r 2 ,
RI, R2
R I ', R2 '
Unit vectors of the coordinate system
Unit vectors fixed in the vehicle
Coordinates of vehicle mass center
Components of vehicle lever arm in (TI, 12, _3) system
Components of vehicle lever arm in (kl, _2' E3) system
Coordinates of astronaut
Coordinates of anchor mass
Vehicle mass
Astronaut mass
Anchor mass
Vehicle position vector
Relative position vector between vehicle and astronaut
Components of RI in (_i' _2 _ T3 ) system
Components of RI in (El, _, E3) system
Relative position vector between astronaut and anchor mass
Magnitudes of RI and _2
Unstressed cable lengths
Cable spring constants
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Symbol Description
TI_ T2
HI, H2, H3
FI, F2, F3
GI, G2, G3
Q1,%, %
II, 12, I3
A
B
_, _,_
Cable tensions
Thrust components applied to vehicle
Thrust components applied to astronaut
Outside torgue components applied to vehicle
Vehicle lever arm iev_±
Vehicle torgue components in (El, _, _3 ) system due to cable
tension
Vehicle angular velocity about principal axes
Principal moments of inertia
Transformation matrix from (kl, _2, _3) to (YI, Y2, Y3)
Transformation matrix from (YI, Y2, i3 ) to (El, _, _3)
Eulerian angles of vehicle
Angular velocity of orbit
II m |.
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TETKER LINE VIBRATIONS
Consider a flexible line whose equilibrium position lies along the
X-axis. Small displacements from the equilibrium as shown in Sketch C-I are now
of interest.
---,--_ C×+A×)
_0
I I
I
x
_w-m_r,_T(!:-I
X
When the slope of the line is small, the forces acting on the
element of Sketch i are given as_
F
Y
F
X
= Net force in positive Y direction
= Net force in positive X direction
Whe re
F =
Y
T(× + ax) -_#. _ T(x)__%Y_I (1)
x+Ax _x
X
And
F
X
. ")
E } a (X + /_ X) _--_'_-- --- (X) '
<
.. _x_ .
X+/hX X
(2)
t
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And in passing to the limit_
F 2
Y -_T(x)____Y___+ -_____Yd"_--
_)x_ _)x _x
(3)
And
d× _ (X)_2z +
_x
(_)
Now consider a rotating coordinate system which pivots about its
origin. See Sketch 2.
0
SKETCH C-2
X
X-axis is
Now it may be shown that the acceleration of a point on the
a-- -X Y *UJ) _X* _',2_( .UJ).X i--y
(5)
The mass of the line element is given as
m : {O a(X) dX
Fin
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So that when the proper components of Equation (5) are combined
with Equations (3) and (4), the following equations result:
T(x) b2y bT by bZ i by W) X (7)
_x-_-+ _-_xx = _a(x)<bt = + Z _-_ ( x_ + +
_z ba 8x_E _(x) + _xC, bx_
l )= {_a (x) b2--z-z-x ( _ _ + oo )2 (8)
bt 2
made :
In the above equations, the following substitutions have been
b2z
-x bt 2
(9)
It may be shown that the ratio of longitudinal to transverse
wave velocity is approximately equal to the ratio of the modulus of elasticity
of the line material to the nominal line stress. For all line materials under
consideration, these wave velocities differ by several orders of magnitude.
Therefore, the two vibrational modes are essentially dynamically uncoupled.
Equations (7) and (8) are now written as
bx2 x
(lO)
ba_z_ _a (x)_b2z (ii)
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If in addition it is assumed
(x) = constant
_g/ = constant
The equations are further reduced to
_T by
_(x) + _ y_ --
_x
_a (12)
_x 2 - E C._t2 - _ (z3)
It may also be assumed that
82z >> .OJ 2
8t 2
So that Equations (12) and (13) reduce to
;_x 2 = ;_t 2
(14)
82z = to 82z
_x 2 E _t2
(15)
U,_'CLAS!F!ED 80 -
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Equation (15) is recognized as the classical linear wave
equation which offers no difficulty in its solution. Only Equation (14),
which represents the transverse motion of the line is non-linear by reason
of the non-constant tension coefficient T(x).
Now,
T(x)_T_ + paw f.l2 xdx = TL +/Oag02 22 (I#-x)
J X
16)
where
TL = Tension at X = L
T(x) = To - kx 2
(17)
whe re
To = TL + _22 L2 =
k : :22_"_a
2
Tension at x = 0
The approximate equation for transverse line motion is
therefore given as
(To - _2) _y__ = ,Oa __2__y (18)
_x 2 r _t 2
Certain analytic solutions of Equations (18) may be obtained
after the following normalizations are applied:
(19)
a
I
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t = (pa/k)1/2 e (2o)
to yield
_ ) = ( _.z )(i
/
(21)
A product solution of the form
(22)
is assumed to exist. Whence
(,o) (23)
Since, from Equation (22), f is a function off only and g is a function
of @ only, Equation (23) can only be satisfied if the quantiti#s on either
side of the equals sign are equal to a constant, namely, _ /_2, the
eigenvalue. (A negative sign is chosen to yield periodic solutionso) The
following two ordinary differential equations are thus obtained:
_d_ 0
dO 2
(2_.)
(25)
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The solutions of Equation (24) are given by
g = C 1 sin:8 + C2 cos :8 (26)
where CI and C2 are arbitrary constants. The solutions of Equation (8)
can be obtained by expressing f as a Maclaurin series in__ and determining
the constants of the series by substituting the series in Equation (25).
However, except for the trivial case of/_ equal to zero, the solutions of
Equation (25) have zeros at: equal to + i. To emphasize this point the
solutions are expressed herein as
f = F 2)- (27)
sod F is expressed as a Maclaurin series in/. Substituting Equation
(27) in Equation (25) yields the following equation for F:
d2F
Expressing F as a Maclaurin series in :
(28)
: _2 a3_3 :nF = a ° + a I + a2 + + ...+ an +... (29)
Substituting Equation (29) in Equation (28) yields the
following recurrence equation for the coefficients of the series:
an = " n(- n-l) aD--2 (30)
UNCLASSIFIED VAN NUY$, CALIFOI_IIA
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From this result the solutions of Equation (29) are easily
separated into an even function:
# _4 _nF = a + a2 2 + a4 + ... + an +... (n even)e o
(31)
and an odd function:
# # 75 + ... + a +... (n odd) (32)Fo = al + a3 3 + a 5 n
The convergence criterion for Equations (31) and (32) may be deduced as
follows. For sufficiently large n , namely n much greater than _, the
recurrence equation reduces to
an = an_ 2 n >> /_ (33)
Beyond such a sufficiently large value of n the terms of Equations (31)
and (32) form two infinite geometric progressions each with a ratio of terms
equal to_ Z . Clearly then for convergence
#
2 < z (34)
These considerations also lead to an expression for the upper
bounds on the errors associated with truncating the series expressions of
Equations (31) and (32). Equation (30) indicates that for a sufficiently
large value of n , namely n (n -1) greater than_ 2, and beyond, the terms
of either series do not change sign. Also from Equation (30), under the
same condition
/an/<,/am_2/ n( n-l)>,# 2 (35)
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Consequently the absolute magnitude of every term in the following series
is greater than that of the corresponding term in Equation (31) or Equation
(32) depending upon whether n is even or odd, respectively.
n+2 + a + a nSI = an n
Hence, the absolute magnitude of the error associated with
truncating either Equation (31) or Equation (32) at the nth term is less
than the absolute magnitude of S 1. Since Equation (56) is an infinite
geometric progression and it isassumed that the converge criterion,
Equation (34) is met, Slmay be expressed in closed form as follows,
S1 = _ n+2
1 -/$ 2 (37)
A roughly similar approach yields lower bounds on the errors associated
with truncating the series expressions of Equations (31) and (32). As
before it is assumed that n(n-1) is greater than_ 2. Then from Equation
(30)
an <. an+2 < an+4 .< (38)
an_ 2 a n an+ 2
Consequently the absolute magnitude of every term in the
following series is less than that of the corresponding term in Equation
(31) or Equation (32) depending upon whether n is even or odd, respectively.
$2= an ala-__21#
n+2
+a
n
an +a/an?
(39)
ql
IJ
I
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Hence, the absolute magnitude of the error associated with truncating
either Equation (31) or (32) at the nth term is greater than the absolute
magnitude of S2. Since Equation (39) is an _nfinite geometric progression,
S2 may be expressed in closed form as follows:
n+2
an-2 2
a n F
(4o)
In computing values of F e and Fo, S2 should be added to the
truncated series• The absolute _agnitude of the error will then liebetween
zero and (SI - S2).
One special situation where the computation of solutions is
pa_icularly simple is the case
2 = < (41)
where _ is an integer° From the recurrence Equation (30), it is apparent
that the series for F terminates at the (oC-2) term. That is, for _ an
even integer F is a polynomial of order (_-2), and f is therefore a
e e
polynomial of order _ Similarly for_an odd integer, F and f are
• O O
polynomials of order (4-2) andS, respectively. A few of these poly-
nomials and their non-zero positive zeros are listed in Table C-I°
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Another special situation where the computation of solutions is
particularly simple occurs when_ 2 is much greater than n(n-l). In this
case the recurrence Equation (13) reduces to:
an = a /(_ 2 >>,, n(n-1) (42)
n (n-l) n-2
the recurrence equation for the sine (_/) and cosine (_) series. For
any finite value of_ the condition cannot, of course, be satisfied
throughout the infinite series since n takes on all integer values from zero
to infinity. However, this m_y be ignored if the truncation error becomes
negligible while_ 2 is still much greater than n(n-l). For the sine or
cosine series the absolute magnitude of the truncation error is less than
the absolute magnitude of the last term in the truncated series. As a result
the truncation error can be shown to be negligible if the absolute magnitude
of the last term is much less than unity_ Thus, if for any value of n
and
(/_x) n
!
_e
<< 1 (_3)
/_ 2 .>> n (n-l) (44)
then
Fe = C 3 cos (_x) (45)
and
F° --c 4 sin (j'x) (46)
where C3 and C4 are arbitrary constants.
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It is interesting to compare these results with the poly-
nomial solutions. However, be careful in interpreting the comparison
results as being representative of the solutions in general. In Table C-1
under each of the (/_)'s, corresponding to the zeros of the polynomials,
are listed the (_)'s corresponding to zeros of the cosine and sine (de-
pending upon whethgr the polynomial is even or odd, resnectively). It can
be seen that in several cases the zeros of the polynomial solutions are
predicted within several percent by the zeros of the appropPiate approxi-
mate solution (either Equation (45) or Equation (46). Interestingly,
conditions of Equations (43) and (44) can not be simultaneously satisfied
by any value of n for these cases. However, for these cases the following
less restrictive modification of conditions of Equations (45) and (44) can
be satisfied.
,I
n"
.< 1 (47)
and
Further, conditions of Equations (47) and (48) cannot be
satisfied for those cases for which the zeros of the polynomial solutions
are not accurately predicted by the approximate solutions. Thus, it appears
that for the polynomial solutions at least, conditions of Equations (47)
and (48) should be employed to determine the applicability of the approximate
solutions given by Equations (45) and (46).
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NOMENCLATURE
Symb91 De sc ripti9 n
y (x)
z (x)
T (x)
a (x)
P
E
Lateral displacement of a line element from its
e qui librium
Longitudinal displacement of a line element from
its equilibrium position
Line tension at x
Line cross.--section area
Line density
Modulus of elasticity
g Normalized x
0 Normalized t
f_? Eigenvalue
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Table C-I
Polynomial solutions of Equation (ii) and Their Non-Zero Positive Zeros
q
I
UNCLASSIFIED
,32 =1.2
F=I
_2
32
= 2.3
= 3.4
F = (1-5_2)
= 0.44721
= i.5491
1.5708
=4.5
_= 0.65465
= 2.9277
3.1416
_2 = 5.6
F = (1-14_; 2
_= 0.28523,
1.5708,
_2 = 6.7
+ 219 4)
o. 765o5
4.19o4
4.7124
: (_-3o}_+33_4)
= 0.46984, 0.83023
: 3-0449, 5-3805
3.1416, 6.2832
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D IGITAL C0MPUTER PROGRAM
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The Astronaut Retrieval Programisdesigned to simulate the motion o_
an orbiting system of three bodies joined by two elastic tether lines. One body,
the space vehicle, is assumed to have a distributed mass and therefore has non-
zero dimensions and moments of inertia. The other two bodies_ the astronaut and
the anchor, are simulated as point masses. The system therefore contains twelve
degrees of freedom consistent with the constraints imposed by the connecting
tethers. Provision is made for the reel-in and reel-out of the tether lines, so
the program is particularly applicable to astronaut retrieval problems where more
than two bodies are used. In the present version of the program variations in
tether lengths are handled by describing the second order time derivatives of the
unstressed cable lengths as functions of time, tension, unstressed cable length
and its first derivative. Constants in these functions are input, allowing flex-
ibility in the description of these functions; provision is also made for main-
taining a constant tension on the astronaut tether line. If the desired reel-in
reel-out philosophy cannot be described by these functions, another philosophy can
be easily inserted with minor reprogramming.
The computer deck is written in FORTRAN IV and MAP, and it is set up
for use with IBSYS on the 7040 after the leading and trailing control cards are
....... _ ....*_ MCWT_ _Y_ines the comouter interval timer for the printout of
computer execution time. If the computer is not provided with an interval timer
similar to that in the 7040, MCK_K is replaced with a dummy subroutine having the
same name. If IBSYS is not used, the _BFTC cards are removed from the beginning
of each subroutine deck; and MCK_K, the only MAP subroutine, is replaced with a
FORTRAN dunm_.
Input and output for this program are in polar coordinates, but be-
cause the analytical description is simpler, the computations are handled in car-
tesian coordinates. The logic of the program largely consists of the solution of
a set of simultaneous differential equations. The set includes eleven second-
order and twelve first-order differential equations, which are converted into a
system of 34 first order equations. Adams -Moult on fourpoint method is used in the
numerical integration procedure. This method provides for an estimation of local
truncation error and allows the user to vary the integration step size as needed.
A maximum local error is input in the program, and step size is changed by a
doubling-halving procedure to maximize computer efficiency. In high frequency
oscillations, very small step sizes are required to retain sufficient accuracy.
Since the Adams-Moulton method requires past information at constant integration
step size, the Runge-Kutta fourth-order formula is used to "restart" whenever
step size is changed.
be low:
The program deck consists of several subroutines which are described
Main Program
Contains basic program logic. All subroutines are called by the
main program.
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Subroutine Input
Handles all input logic and conversion of input polar coordinates tc
cartesian coordinates.
Subroutine DIFEQ
Contains evaluation of all derivatives and related functions.
Subroutine AMRK
Contains numerical integration logic.
Subroutine Output
Handles conversion of cartesian coordinates to output polar form,
together with all output logic.
Subroutine MCK_K
Examines computer interval timer for printout of computer execution
time.
Multiple cases can be stacked in the data deck, and they will be rum
successively. The first card of each run is the description header card of alpha-
numeric information, the first 72 columns of which will be printed at the top of
each page of output. Nine or more data cards must follow the header card; data
must be punched as indicated in the input form provided. 411 data is floating
point and can be punched in either E or F format in fields of 12. The last param-
eter on card 9, CNUMBR, is the number of C(1) constants to be read in. Up to i00
C(1) constants can be used; they are to be used as additional input constants in
case changes are made in the program.
II. TETHER LINE CONTROL
Simulation of Line Properties
The tether lines may be considered as the most critical elements of
the entire system from a standpoint of their influence upon the dynamics of the
remainder of the system as well as their provisions of the means by which re-
trieval is possible at all. For this reason capabilities have been designed into
the computer program for the simulation of pertinent lumped mechanical properties
of the lines - the elasticity, internal damping, and hysteresis.
The elasticity is so programmed that its contribution to line ten-
sion is a linear function of line elongation. For most cases under consideratior
this source of line load predominates all others, but it provides a purely
UNC-LASSIFIED 93 -
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conservative means of energy transfer within the tether, The contribution of
damping and hysteres isl t o:theklinei lens&on> :is_usua_!y _'.oDrs.id6ra_ly_&ower than tha
due to elastic stretch, but it provides the only means by which energy dissipation
takes place internal to the tether. Specifically, the tension in each tether is
expressed by an equation of the form
R-R' (l+g)
/ZR'
where/q is as defined in Appendix B, and
H (:
where
I" ] k26: kI (R - R') for R - R'
R I_ - _ii
R-R' IR- R'
_.= IR - R' I k 2 for
k 2
and
R = Actual (stressed) line length
R* = Unstressed line length
jZ_ = Elastic factor
kI = Damping coefficient
k2 = Maximum hysteresis level.
The relation between _and _the :line _Aer_thS :is:bess :sh;_nl graphi_ca!:ly _in Sket<ch.D_
From the preceding equations it is seen that negative values of
tension could occur when R' is greater than R. Since negative tension corresponds
to compression which a flexible line cannot sustain, a provision is made in the
program to set line tension equal to zero whenever a negative value is commanded.
However, the option of simulating an elastic connection capable of
sustaining compression between the bodies is retained in the program also. This
option is exercised by setting the input constant, C25, equal to zero. When this
constant is non-zero, a purely flexible tether is simulated.
i
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SLOPE = kI
___. R- R'
R
SKETCH D- i
It is also seen that within a specific range_ the onl,y dissipative
component of line tension is provided by linear damping of line stretch velocity.
It is only when this linear range is exceeded that this restraining force assumes
the character of true hysteresis. Since these values are selected as input con-
stants, a wide range of control over the naturJ of the disspative farces is avail-
able. If velocity damping forces are to predominate, the saturation level of the
damping term may be selected to be very large so that the appropriate parameters
always remain within the linear region. If hysteresis forces are to predominate,
the linear gain may be set arbitrarily large so that this portion of the line
tension is forced to saturation by very small values of line stretch velocity.
If desired, any degree of mixing of the two effects may be obtained by an appro-
priate selection of the two above mentioned input constants•
Regardless of the values of the input constants which determine
damping and hysteresis, the line tension will always be uniquely determined as a
function of its stretch and stretch velocity. This is due to the fact that no
discontinuities exist in the expression defining tension and therefore there is
no indeterminate 'set' or residual stretch in the line following a flexure.
A. TETIKER LENGTH CONTROL
Given a particular system configuration, all aspects of a retrieval
operation are completely determined when tether lengths are specified as functions
of the system parameters. Because of its dominant role the generation of these
quantities, the line lengths, is performed within a particular computer subroutine.
This isolation permits removal and complete replacement with relative ease of any
retrieval scheme which is expressible in terms of the system variables.
U NCLA5 5 1FIED
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Expressions for tether lengths could either be stated explicitly or
in terms of higher order differential equations in which tether length (R) is the
dependent variable. From the nature of the situation it has been established
that R is most suitably expressed as the solution of a linear second-order differ-
ential equation whose coefficients are functions of the system parameters. Al-
though this representation requires two additional integration steps, making it
considerably more complex than an explicit expression, it offers definite advan-
tages over the simpler method. Primarily_ it avoids severe transients and pos-
sible discontinuities in certain of the important system parameters.
The analytic expressions for the differential equations defining
the unstressed tether lengths of the astronaut and the anchor mass are
•. C7
!
Rm = c4 + c5 _ + c6_ 2 + + C8 R' + C9 R'i i
and
,J
, + C18 +
: + T2 + C20 2 C19 2
_2 Cl4 + Cl5 % + c16 _ 2 c7 R' R'
respectively. The above equations are defined for the linear ranges of operation,
howeve_ certain parameter limitations are also imposed. In the first equation_
is not allowed to exceed the value of the input constant C2, RJ is not allowed
mathematically_to be less than C3_ and Ri is not allowed to exceed Cl&. Stated ±
= min [time, C2_ _ <_ C2
Ri =max [Ri_ C3] or R{ _> C3
I Ril : min [)R[[I_ CI q l_iI --< CII
Similar expressions exist for the anchor tether;
t = min [time, C_2 ]
R_ = min [R_, Cl3]
I R_I : min [Jl_'_l, C2_ o"
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When appropriate values are assigned to the input constants defining
the astronaut and anchor tether line accelerations, numerous modes of operation
may be commanded. Among these are the following:
a. Constant reel-in (or reel-out) rate. This is accomplished by
setting all constants but C4, C5, C8 and C9 (or the corresponding ones in the case
of the anchor mass) to zero. An alternate method is to set all constants but C4
and C9 to zero. With the first method mentioned above,, the equation assumes the
form:
RI=K(v_L+D-RI-B )
whe re
K
-- -%, D = - _ , v : - -_
c 9
and B = w
%
It is evident that the above equation defines a second order damped system which
has a steady state velocity, v. The transient response of the system is deter-
mined by the selection of the input constants.
b. Constant line acce±era_ion. _e_ a±± constants _u_ _os _'_ ..... •
to zero so that the equation assumes the form:
.t
R1 --K (,a_2 Ri' z RI-B )
c6
where the command acceleration, a, is equal to -_. The desired effect could be
obtained directly by setting all constants but C 4 "to zero, but the former method
provides greater flexibility in the selection of transient conditions.
c. Constant power consumption. Set all constants but C7 and 09 to
zero so that the equation is of the form:
T1
where P is the command power consumption rate. To avoid difficulties which would
be encountered when T I approaches zero_ the constant lO may be given a small
(non-zero) value.
d. Radial velocity proportional to separation distance. Set all
constants but C8 and C9 equal to zero. The equation is now of the form:
oo •
Ri -- - K (kR:j_ - R:[)
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e. Combinations of the above. Many of the effects of the above
methods of line length manipulation may be mixed by appropriate selections of the
input constants.
The astronaut tether length may also be controlled indirectly
by means of a separate subroutine which assigns a constant value of tension to
this line throughout the retrieval operation. When this subroutine is activated,
the general equation describing the tether length by its second derivative is by-
passed. The constant tension retrieval simulation is selected by assigning a
non-zero value to the input constant, C26. This constant represents the tension
level imposed on the primary tether.
For most cases it is suggested that at least an approximate solution
of the line length equation be obtained in the time domain to assist in the selec-
tion of values for input constants. An example is given below for the case of a
constant reel-in velocity command.
"'I I " 1
RI = C4 + C5 _+ C8 RI + C9 RI
Since this equation is linear the methods of the Laplace transform are applicable,
and the expression transforms to the following:
S3 , S2 ".
RI0 + (Rlo- C9 RIO ) + S C4 + C5
s2 (s2 - c9 s - cs)
Since the constants a8 and C9 must always be negative in this application, the ex-
pression is always stable. The pertinent properties of the expression are now
listed as,
Undamped natural frequency =
.....• , C9
Damping coefficient =
To avoid undesirable oscillations, the system should be at least critically damped_
the re fo re
2_--_ __- c9.
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III. VEHICLE TRACKING PHILOSOPHY
In any real situation the orientation of the astronaut tether line
relative to the vehicle must be controlled to avoid interference between them. If
this were not the case_ the tether would very likely wrap around the vehicle in
the course of an attempted retrieval. To simulate real conditions_ an astronaut
tracking control system is contained in the computer program. The function of
this system is to sense the angle of departure of the tether from the normal to
the vehicle skin at the attachment point and to provide a restoring torque in the
proper plane when the departure angle exceeds a predetermined limit. This sys-
tem is discussed in detail elsewhere in this report.
Entered as an input to the program are the components of a unit
vector which is fixed in the vehicle and defines the direction of the local nor-
mal at the point of the tether attachment. As the retrieval operation progresses,
it is necessary to monitor the angle between this normal vector and the astro-
naut tether. At no time must this angle be allowed to exceed a certain limiting
value determined by the general vehicle geometry to avoid interference between the
vehicle and the tether in the form of line abrasion, snagging or windup. Control
over this relative angle is exercised by means of the vehicle attitude control
system, using input signals qbtained from the tether angle sensors. The basic
control philosophy may be stated as follows:
a. No restoring torque is applied to the vehicle when the tether
angle lies within a specified dead zone.
b. When the tether angle exceeds the dead zone, the restoring
torque is proportional to the amount of the excess and to the rate of change of
the angle in question.
c. The contribution to the restoring torque due to the angular rate
is limited to a specified value (saturation of the damping term).
d. The first and second order gain constants are chosen to provide
an undercritically damped system. This is done so that when a corrective torque
is initiatedj the tether angle will be caused to return to within the dead zone at
a reduced rate rather than asymptotically approach the dead zone limit from the
"outside". Since a dead zone exists, the general motion of the tether relative
to the vehicle is expected to resemble a wandering of the tether angle within the
conical angle defining the dead zone limits with short excursions across its
boundaries.
e. When the magnitude and direction of the restoring torque vector
has been determined, the vehicle is torqued about each of its three control axes
in proportion to the projection of the basic torque vector on these axes. Pre-
cession of the vehicle will undoubtedly exist in the general case, but it is not
considered an important factor. The vehicle angular velocity will always be
small when the system is performing well and these precessional effects will be
correspondingly small. In addition_ no great accuracy is required of the vehicle
in tracking the astronaut so slight irregularities may be disregarded.
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The presence of an attitude control system is necessary to a suc-
cessful retrieval operation, but otherwise exerts little influence on the nature
of overall system behavior. For this reason, it is not expected that major modi-
fications will be made to this portion of the program. The first and second ordel
gain constants as well as the dead zone and saturation values, however, are spec-
ified as input parameters.
Mathematically stated, the command torque vector applied to the ve-
hicle to provide the required attitude control is
I%{K I (_'(-_)+ K2_._ when6}_---_
= 0 otherwise.
R _TETHER
i i
SKETCH D-2
_T is the unit vector normal to the plane of the unit vectors N and R and has the
sense of N x R . Specifically,
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where:the_ k i are unit vectors along the vehicle axes and are the direction
cosines of I_ with these axes. The values of the_i are calculated by applying
the followin_ relation to each axis:
_. ._x_
NxR
The three applied torque components are therefore given as
The value of W is determined within the program by means of an approximate dif-
ferentiation technique. This calculated value is used whenever it does not ex-
ceed a given input .... +o_+ ......
......_ _, othe_w_ _ this constant is substituted for the
value. This condition is no more than a saturation of the system damping.
The approximate dynamics of the tracking system may be deri_ved f_om
the following linear equation.
where
_= _-# (error signal).
Taking Laplace transforms yields
s2 + K2 s + xl)X = - K2)%.°
where the subseripts_ i_ have been removed for convenience.
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The solution of the above equation involves either sinusoids or ex-
ponentials_ depending upon the nature of the coefficients of the characteristic
e quat ion
I S23 +K2s
The undamped natural frequency is given: as
and the damping ratio is
=-g-
It must be remembered that the linear equations defining the system are valid onl
for that t_e .... : .... _ +_ _gnlav deadband, is exceeded. Within the dead-
band, the vehicle may be expected to drift with a nearly constant angular velocity.
With regard to the nature of the vehicle motion induced by the
tracking system_ it is desirable to select the system constants so that this mo-
tion is oscillatory. If this condition were not provided_ the system would be
overcritically damped and the vehicle position would asymptotically approach the
deadband from the higher values of error angle. Since a relative angular drift is
almost certainly imposed on the system during retrieval, there will exist a con-
stant tendency of the vehicle to exceed its deadband. A non-oscillatory system
would probably require continuous thrusting to compensate for this tendency while
an underdamped system would at least assure intermittent quiescent periods.
The time domain solution of the underdamped system is given as
where
UNCI-'ASSIFIED
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It is generally desirable to damp the system motion quickly but still retain a
sufficiently high angular velocity on the first return oscillation to overcome
any existing drift velocity and drive the vehicle angular position well into its
deadband.
In a truly linear system, the maximum velocity experienced in any
articular half cycle is reduced from that of the previous half cycle by a factor
• Therefore_ the vehicle angular velocity upon returning to the deadband is
p times the angular velocity with which it entered. It may be Shown that
K2 TF
4K 1 I
Generally,_ is assumed equal to unity.
When K. and p have been selected the value of K2 is then estab-
lished using the following relationship:
: 2 .V[TT, r (_.np)2K2 2 + (9. p)2
A value of .p = 0.4 has been shown to give suitable results under most conditions
IV_ DATA HANDLING
" -'_; _,_: ,1,, ' _l_put and Output
Due to the large number of data associated with a computer program
of this type_ a special effort was made to maintain both the input and output for
mats as easily readable as possible. Many large computer output displays often
induce fatigue and weariness in the reader when large numbers of runs are ana_i::o
lyzed, or even scanned. To prevent this occupational hazard, extra space was
allotted in the output format to clearly identify and assemble all related param-
eters in proper groupings.
,..:' ,.;to Kdc _aramet@_l_Identifications
The input format provides for the following parameters to be intro-
duced into the program:
1. Vehicle attitude
2. Vehicle position
IJNO i-ASS!F!ED 1o3-
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3. Astronaut position
4. Anchor mass position
5, Vehicle linear velocity
6. Astronaut velocity L .
7- Anchor mass velocity
8. Vehicle rotational velocity
9. Tether attach point on vehicle relative to vehicle mass center
10. Polar moments of inertia of the vehicle
ll. Local vertical to vehicle skin at point of tether attachment
12. Vehicle mass
13. Astronaut mass
3_4. Anchor mass
15. Tether line elastic modulus
16. Orbit altitude
17. Vehicle attitude control system gain constants
18. Tether line elasticity
19. Tether hysteresis and damping
20. Line accelerations during anchor deployment and astronaut
retrieval
21. All necessary initial conditions.
printed:
The output format provides for the following parameters to be
1. _T_l_ pOS_+_n_
2. Astronaut position
3- Anchor mass position relative to astronaut
4. Anchor mass position relative to vehicle
5. Vehicle linear velocity
6. Astronaut velocity
7. Anchor mass velocity
8. Vehicle angular velocity
9- Vehicle attitude
i0. Angle between tether line and vehicle
ii. Tether line tensions
12. Normalized angular momentum of astronaut
13. Normalized angular momentum of anchor mass
14. Tether reel-in (or reel-out) rates
15. Torque required for attitude control
All positions, linear velocities and normalized angular momentums
in both the input and output are given in terms of their spherical coordinates
(magnitude, azimuth angle, elevation angle). This is done purely as a convenience
in reading and interpreting the computer results. These coordinates were selected
because they are basically those sensed directly by observers at the vehicle and
astronaut locations, and because they yield the magnitudes of the quantities in
question without additional manipulation. Although the equations of motion are
integrated most easily in terms of cartesian coordinates within the program it-
self, they are rather awkward to deal with directly in the output and are con-
verted into spherical coordinates for the above stated reasons.
,I
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In both the input and output, the vehicle position is given in
terms of its coordinates relative to the origin of the orbiting reference frame.
The astronaut position, however, is given in both cases in terms of its coordi-
nates relative to its attachment point on the vehicle skin. Similarly, the
anchor mass position is given in relation to that of the astronaut. The output
also contains the coordinates of the anchor mass relative to the vehicle attach
point. Although this is a redundant output, it provides a convenient monitor of
the anchor mass as observed from the vehicle.
All linear velocities in both the input and output are given in
terms of their coordinates relative to the orbiting reference frame. The vehicle
angular velocity is given in terms of its angular velocity components along the
vehicle principal axes.
Vehicle attitude is given in terms of a modified Eulerian angle set
This is elaborated upon elsewhere.
The normalized angular momentums of the astronaut and anchor mass
are defined as the angular momentums per unit mass and are given relative to the
system mass center. These outputs serve several functions. In addition to pro-
viding a measure of the magnitude of the component angular momentum in question,
they define the planes of motion of the bodies under consideration. Small per-
turbations in the body motions are made readily apparent through this output.
it is to be ......... _ _ .... _+_ _a momentums provided in the
printout are not taken relative to inertial space and are therefore not "absolutes"
in the usual sense. These measurements correspond with those made by an ob-
server stationed in the orbital reference frame, and are for most applications
more useful than those made relative to inertial coordinates.
CoordinateSystem Conventions
As was previously discussed, all pertinent parameters are given in
terms of their spherical coordinates. The relation between these coordinates and
the cartesian coordinates in which the program operates is best illustrated by
Sketch D-3. The Cartesian axes are identified by subscripts i, 2, and 3, where the
1-axis points in the direction of orbital motion, the 2-axis points upward in the
direction of the local vertical, and the 3-axis is mutually perpendicular to the
other two to complete a right handed triad.
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(3)
(2)
LOCAL
VERTICAL "_
R
(1)
DIRECTION OF
ORBITAL MOTION
SKETCH D-3
The spherical coordinates bear the following relation to the carte-
sian coordinates: the angle e is the elevation of the radius vector R from the
1 - 3 plane and the angle _ _ is the counter-clockwise rotation from the 1-axis of
the projection of R on the 1 - 3 plane (as viewed from above). The angular
ranges employed in the input and output formats are as follows:
2 _ 2
The vehicle attitude is defined in tems of modified Eulerianang_es,
(@@_)as shown in Sketch D.4.The unit vector triad (il, i2, iq) is oriented rela-
tive to the orbiting coordinate system while the (kl, k2, k3) _riad _ fixed in the
vehicle.
!
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i2
k I
i1
i3
k
3
SKETCH D-4
The relation between the (il, i2, i ) and (kl, k2, k_) triads is
best given by the rotations required to achieve t_e configurationsJshown in
Sketch 4 assuming the triads are initially coincident:
i. Rotate the k-triad about k2 through an angle _.
2. Rotate the k-triad about the new k3 direction through an angle
@.
3. Rotate the k-triad about the new kI direction through an angle
The angular motion described above is equivalent to that obtained if
the vehicle were suspended in a gimballed cage whose elements are rotated through
the Euler angles in question. This model is shown in Sketch D_5.
!
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i3
iI
SKETCH D-5
The above defined angular coordinates (_, @, _) are seen to be dif-
ferent from Eulerian angles as established in most of the classical works. The
modification is incorporated here because of its similarity to the spherical co-
ordinate convention in use. It may easily be shown that the angles e and_ have
identical meanings when used as either Euler angles or spherical coordinates.
The angular ranges employed in the input and output formats are as follows:
_,_.,e ,:__
2 _ -- 2
o_-_ _ 2v
0___ 27T
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Dimensional Units
The selection of units was made entirely on the basis of convenience
to the program operator. Within the program itself, there exists only one set of
dimensions_ the pound, foot_ second, radian system. Wherever a different set of
units is deemed desirable for either the input or output displays, the appropriate
conversion is made within the computer program. The dimensions of the various
input/output parameters are listed below:
i. Length Always given in feet_ with the exception of
orbit altitude which is in statute miles.
2. Mass Not introduced as such - pound weight used
instead.
3 • Time Independent variable of program - printed
out in seconds.
4. Force Used for line tension - pound force
5. Torque Pound feet
6. Linear Velocity Feet/second
4,.... + _ ,qlu_ feet 2
inertia
8. Normalized Feet2/seeond
9- Angle s Degree s
i0. Angular rates Radians/second
U,,,r, ^¢c IFIED - io9 -
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED
IN COMPUTER PROGRAM
Input Description
TIN
DTIN
DTPRIN
TMAX
RMIN
H
XI
AK1
AK2
THEA
PHI&
PSIA
THE0
PHI0
R0
THEI
PHI1
R
THE2
PHI2
RE
TNEV0
PHIV0
RV0
THEV1
PHIV1
RV1
THEV2
PHIV2
RV2
I II_it_l a{{: !F!ED
Initial time
Minimum integration interval
Printout interval
Maximum run time - run is terminated when reached
Minimum primary tether length - run is terminated when reached
Orbit altitude
t_racking system angular deadband
K1 tracking system first order gain
K2 tracking system second order gain
e
O
¢o
R
O
e1
¢i
R1
e 2
@2
R 2
R
VO
_vl
Rvl
@v2_
Modified vehicle Euler angles
Vehicle spherical coordinates
Astronaut spherical coordinates relative to tether attach
point on vehicle
Anchor mass spherical coordinates relative to a_tr0naut
Vehicle velocity spherical coordinates
Astronaut velocity spherical coordinates
Anchor velocity spherical coordinates
llO
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GLOSSARY (Continued)
:_t Des cript ion
OMI _ i )
OM2 (.0 2
OM3 g@3
SI Slt
$2 S2
s3 s 3
All I1 l
AI2 12
AI3 13
ANI NI I
AN2 N 2
AN3 N 3
WO W
O
Wl W.
I
W2 W2
A_MVI _i
AMY2 _2
CNUMBER
CI
C2 to CII
C12 to C21
C22
C23
C24
C25
C26
Vehicle angular rates about its principal axes
Tether attach point coordinates relative to vehicle principal
axe s
Vehicle principal moments of inertia
Unit normal vector to vehicle at tether attach point (compo-
nents taken along vehicle principal axis)
Vehicle weight
Astronaut weight
Anchor weight
Elastic factor of astronaut tether
Elastic factor of anchor tether
Integer indicating number of input constants to follow
Upper bound for
Parameters defining astronaut retrieval method defined elsewhere
Parameters defining anchor mass deployment method
kI tether line damping rate
k2 maximum hysteresis level
Maximum allowable integration error
Line slack command
Command for constant tension in astronaut tether
Output Desc ripti on
TIME Simulation time
!
PHIA
PSIA
UNCEASS !F!ED
Modified vehicle Euler angles
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GLOSSARY (Continued)
iOutput Description
TI
T2
'tON_?_0N2
0M3
ETA %
RDOT _l
RRDOT R 2
GI
G2
G3
VEHICLE
ASTRONAUT
ANKI
ANK2
VEH VEL
ASTR VEL
ANKI VEL
A_NG-NDMI
ANG -MOM2
allG2
G3
Astronaut line tension
Anchor line tension
Same as in input
Angle between astronaut tether and normal to vehicle surface
Rate of change of separation between vehicle and astronaut
Rate of change of separation between astronaut and anchor
mass
Attitude control torque applied to vehicle
Position vector of vehicle relative to origin of coordinates
Position vector of astronaut relative to tether attach point
on vehicle
Position vector of anchor relative to astronaut
Position vector of anchor relative to vehicle
Velocity vector of vehicle
Velocity vector of astronaut
Velocity vector of anchor mass
Specific angular momentum vector of astronaut
Specific angular momentum vector of anchor
!
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GRAVITY GRADIEiV_ EFFECTS
ON AN ORBITING SYSTEM OF CONNECTED MASSES
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APPENDIX E
GRAVITY GRADIENT EFFECTS
ON AN ORBITING SYST_ OF CONNECTED MASSES
Excluding the motion of the system under consideration, the only
true forces external to an orbital system are environmental. Accelerations such
as those of Coriolis and Euler are in reality not forces and cannot change
the angular momentum of the system.
When the system has sufficient altitude, aerodynamic forces vanish
and the only environmental forces of any consequence are those due to the gravi-
tational force gradient. The first order effects of this phenomenon are devel-
oped below. Consider a system of N particles having a mass center designated by
the vector R originating from the center of attraction of the central body.
Define
Now
m2
°ml
• m i
"/ Ylo
Central Attracting Body
SKETCH E-I
_i = Position vector of ith mass particle
k = Gravitational constant of central body
_i = Force moment of mi about the mass center
]_ r. m.
-- 1 i)
T i : (r i -R) x( r" 3
i
(i)
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Where
r i =
Since r i x r i = 0, Equation (i) reduces to
_. _- k _ -
l ---_ R x ri mi
ri
Now define a coordinate system centered about the mass center as
shown in Sketch E_2.
%-
J\ I X
-/
_ / Center
k
/ -
• Central Body
SKETCH E-2
The unit vector _ is colinear with R while T and _ are normal to R. Now the
local position vectors may be written as
ri = R + xii +Yi7 + ziZ
and
Whe re
x Ti = R (T zi - xi)
(2)
(3)
(4)
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The total torque about the mass center is given as
_ --T : k R Z (i zi - _ xi)
i i ri3 mi
Since X, y_ and Z ars very small compared with ri
ri _ R + Yi
and
__i : i .- ! (1 - 3 yi)
yi)3 _ R3ri3 (R + R
so that
"_T = _-_k . (i - 3 _) (l Zi - k Xi) m i
Equation (8) may be expanded to
T = R2 Z
i
(_ Zi - k Xi) mi - _ _ Yi ('i-Z i - _Xi) m i
1
By definition of the mass center
Z Xi mi = Z Zi mi
i i
Therefore Equation (9) becomes
= 0
"_ _ 3k
R3 _ yi (_xi
i
- 7 Zi) m i
UNCLASSIFIED - 116 -
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(8)
(9)
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It is now of interest to consider the plane of T. From Equation
(lO), it is seen that_lies in the plane normal to 7. This is depicted in
Sketch E-3.
-.-.@,
_x i -i _.
(Xi_ Zi)
Z
SKETCH E-3
It is seen that the vector in the parentheses under the summation sign in Equa-
tion (iO) is equivalent to a clockwise rotation through a right angle of the
projection of the position vector on the X-Z plane. Therefore T may be calcu-
lated by the following expression.
_ 3k Z Yi (i Xi + [ Zi) m i (i!)
R3 i
and then rotated to establish the proper direction.
It is convenient to consider a rotation of the original coordinate
system about the y axis as shown in Sketch E_4.
I
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SKETCH E-4
Since Yi does not change in this transformation, and the expression in the par-
entheses of Equation (ii) merely represents a radius vector in the plane of
Sketch h, the equation may now be written as
_" - _'_ E. Yi (_ ui + _ Wi) mi (12)
1
The new coordinate system is rotated through an angle _; until the u-axis is co-
linear with T'. Now, Equation (12) is expanded to yield
T"I = 3_kk "_ E Yi u m + 3k _ E Y i W i m. (13)
R3 i i i R5 i l
Since T' has no component in the K direction_ the second term on the right of
Equation (13) vanishes and
_ : 3k y E yi ui mi (14)
R 3 i
To restore the torque vector to its proper orientation, it is rotated clockwise
through a right angle. Therefore
UNCLASSIFIED - lib-
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_, = 3k _ _ yi _imi (l_)
R3 i
It is a simple matter to show that the magnitude of _ yf u i mi_
assumes its maximum value as a function of _ when the u-axis is coilnear with T _.
Therefore, the gravity gradient torque vector is normal to the vertical plane on
which the product of inertia _. Yi ui mi of the constituent particles assumesl
its maximum. When the system mass is distributed on a line, the maximum torque
is experienced_when th_ line is inclined at 45 ° to the vertical. In this case,
ui = Yi and _i 2 = 2 Yi , where_i is the distance of mi from the origin. Equa-
tion (15) now becomes
N 2
T = 3R_ 2 Yi 2 mi - 3 k _ _i mi (16)i 12 R3 i
The unit vector, K, is omitted from the above expressions since only the magni-
tude of the torque vector is of concern at this time.
When the system is composed of only two masses, then
_i ml : - _2 m2
and
_ = 3k _ I (_ml)2R3 _ "_ (-_ ml_- 3 k (_iml)2R3 (_i+_)" (17)
It may be shown that
m1½
ml _ - ml + m2 (18)
Where
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Now define
m2 = c m I
so that
T - 3 k c L 2
2 R-_ (c+--_ ) ml (19)
and by a previous definition
k m
1
R2
- W I = Weight of mI at altitude R (20)
Therefore
N (___ _, o )T = W1 L ° --R " c _ 1 (21)
When
m2>>m I
Then
C
c+l
and
T = W 1 L (22)
t
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From the form of Equation (22), it is seen that the moment applied
to the system is equivalent to a force $1 (1.5 L/R) acting through a lever L.
By definition, the factor (1.5 L/R) is the local "G" exerted on mlbY the above
mentioned force. Therefore, the effective "G" acting on,he smaller body by
reason of gravity gradient forces is:
"G" 3 L (23)
NOIV_NCLA._RI_
Symbol Description
X, y_ Z
i, j_ k
t1_ W
n
I, K
r.
1
R
R
T
k
W1
L
e
Coordinates of mass particle
Unit vectors in X_ y, Z directions
Transformed coordin_es
Unit vectors in u, w directions
Position vector of ith particle
Mass of ith particle
Position vector of mass center
Torque acting on system
Gravitational consta_
Weight of m 1
Distance separating two masses
m2/ml
U
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